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Playwright
Metzler brings
‘The May Queen’
home to Chautauqua
Emma Foehringer Merchant
Staff Writer

When it came to actualizing The May
Queen, playwright Molly Smith Metzler
said she wrote about her hometown for
her theater home: Chautauqua.
The resulting play, The May Queen,
opens at 6 p.m. Saturday in Bratton
Theater. Two shows follow on Sunday, at
2:15 p.m. and 8 p.m.
“I just feel so safe here and I just feel
like there’s such a warmth here,” Metzler
said. “I felt it was the right theater to finally write about Kingston.”
The May Queen tells the story of a former May Queen’s return to Kingston, New
York, where past royalty are revered well
beyond their reign. But the plot doesn’t revolve around prom dresses and crowns; in-

Marty to focus on
faith journey as
embodied walk
mary lee talbot
Staff Writer

The Rev. Peter W. Marty imagines
Chautauqua to be “a place where people set aside a week or two to engage
the intellect and wrestle with ideas.
“I am looking forward to the variety of people in a place that is intel- Marty
lectually stimulating and that has entertainment and recreation, too,” said
Marty, who will serve as chaplain for Week Five.
“I think of it as an Aspen Institute of the East with
recreation and leisure thrown in,” he said.
Marty will preach at Sunday’s 10:45 a.m. Service of
Worship and Sermon and will also preach at the 9:15
a.m. morning worship services Monday through Friday.
His sermon title for Sunday is “The Fastest Growing Religion in America” and the Scripture text is Mark 9:38-50.
A graduate of Yale Divinity School, Marty serves as
senior pastor of St. Paul Lutheran Church, a 3,500-member congregation in Davenport, Iowa. He said he is currently working on a book on embodied faith.

een

stead it approaches high school retrospectively, as adults consider how their lives
have unfolded since their teenage years.
“Is being chosen — is being the one
who’s bestowed upon — is it more a
curse?” Metzler said. “There’s a halo effect, where you think their life is better
than yours, their life is more perfect
than yours. They’ve gone on and stood
in the sun and you can’t imagine that
someone as beautiful and chosen to
be a queen type of figure would have
a difficult life.”
Chautauqua Theater Company
and the Writers’ Center commissioned Metzler to develop the comedy
specifically for Chautauqua audiences.
Saturday’s opening will be its world premiere.
See QUEEN, Page A4

See MARTY, Page A4

Angwin to speak on
investigative work,
protecting privacy
Deborah Trefts
Staff Writer

Information has long been equated
with power. Since 9/11 and the dotcom bubble bust, it has been collected on a massive scale by the United
States government, businesses and
criminals alike.
Angwin
At 3 p.m. Saturday in the Hall of Philosophy, journalist Julia Angwin will
speak about her journey uncovering the vast collection
of personal data in the U.S. and her attempt to escape
the net of pervasive surveillance. Angwin is a senior reporter at ProPublica and the author of Dragnet Nation: A
Quest for Privacy, Security, and Freedom in a World of Relentless Surveillance. Her talk is part of the Women’s Club’s
Contemporary Issues Forum series.
“Just the existence of this data is important,” Angwin said.
The phone records and online data that the National
Security Agency began collecting and storing in bulk after 9/11 not only include information about the identity of
reporters’ sources, but also about the contacts and preferences of everyone communicating via this technology.
Angwin wants people to know two things in particular about protecting their personal information.
“There are some things we can do as individuals to
protect our privacy, and there are some things that we
all need to do together,” she said. “It’s not hopeless.”

RACHAEL LE GOUBIN | Staff Photographer

Mary Bacon, Joe Tippett and Greg Fallick celebrate some good news in a scene from the dress
rehearsal of The May Queen Thursday in Bratton Theater.

See ANGWIN, Page A4

Minczuk, Nakamatsu join CSO for diverse Saturday
Will Rubin
Staff Writer

ADAM BIRKAN | Daily file photo

Conductor Roberto Minczuk, pictured here in 2012, returns to the
Amphitheater Saturday night.

The 2014 Chautauqua Symphony
Orchestra season continues to pick up
the pace as guest conductor Roberto
Minczuk and piano soloist Jon Nakamatsu grace the Amphitheater stage at
8:15 p.m. Saturday.
Minczuk is the fourth of eight conductors from around the world auditioning this season to fill the CSO’s vacant music director role. His credentials
relay a worldly notion; he’s spent nine
seasons at the helm of the Calgary Philharmonic and is the music director of
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Nakamatsu

the of the Orquestra Sinfônica Brasileira in Rio de Janeiro.
Minczuk previously led the CSO in a
guest-conducting role on June 29, 2012, in
a classical-heavy repertoire featuring a
Brahms piano concerto and Beethoven’s

art

A common
meal

Saturday’s Weather

Minczuk

Symphony No. 8 in F Major.
This time around, he worked closely
with Institution leadership to program
a concert short on scores, but not lacking
for variety. The CSO will be performing
Edvard Grieg’s Piano Concerto, Op. 16
in A Minor, and Symphony No. 10, Op.
93 in E Minor, by Dmitri Shostakovich.
Clocking in at approximately 45
minutes in length, Shostakovich premiered the piece in December 1953, his
first major symphony after the death
of Joseph Stalin. Stalin notoriously tormented the maestro during the “Great
Purge” of the late 1930s.

Sunday

Missed a story in the Daily this summer? Find it on our website using the search bar at the top of any page.
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NYSSSA Choral students return to the Amp
Briefly
NEWS FROM AROUND THE GROUNDS
The Briefly column appears on Page 2 daily and is intended to provide space for announcements from Institution-related organizations. If a meeting or activity is featured that day in a story, it should
not be repeated in Briefly. Submit information to Drew Olkowski
in the Daily’s editorial office. Please provide name of organization,
time and place of meeting and one contact person’s name with phone
number. Deadline is 5 p.m. four days before publication.
CPOA Walkabout
The Chautauqua Property Owners Association’s
weekly informational streetlight walkabout will meet at
9:30 p.m. Sunday evening outside the Colonnade. Chautauquans will learn about street lighting issues and the
options available to resolve them. Attendees will be able
to see for themselves the differences between the CPOA
demo light and some of the Chautauqua street lights in the
area surrounding Bestor Plaza.
Ultimate Frisbee
There will be a pick-up ultimate frisbee game at 3
p.m. Sunday at Sharpe Field. All are welcome. Call Mike
O’Brien for more details at 702-493-1372.
CLSC Alumni Association News
Alumni Association members are asked to help volunteer at the Annual Great American Picnic with everything
from setup to cleanup to food prep to ticket sales. Please
call the Literary Arts Center at Alumni Hall at 716-3579312 for more information or show up ready to work anytime from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. on Sunday.
The CLSC Class of 2001 meets 9 a.m. Mondays with the
CLSC Alumni Association for coffee on the porch of the
Literary Arts Center at Alumni Hall.
The CLSC Class of 1992 will meet for their annual dinner Wednesday at Olive’s Restaurant at the Chautauqua
Suites. Members and guests who plan to attend should
call Bob Battaglin at 716-357-9887 before Tuesday to confirm and to arrange transportation. A van from the hotel
will be at the Main Gate at 6 p.m. to provide transportation to the event for those not driving themselves.
The CLSC Class of 1994 will have a table at the Annual
Alumni Association Gala on Aug. 6. Get your tickets at the
Literary Arts Center at Alumni Hall and come celebrate
our 20th year.
Mother / Daughter softball game
The women’s softball league will host the third annual
Mother-Daughter softball game this at 5 p.m. Sunday at
Sharpe Field. Registration, which includes a T-shirt, is $25
per person. All benefits go toward the Jamestown Chapter
of Zonta.
Chautauqua Women’s Club news
CWC’s soiree on Sunday has been canceled. Please plan
to join for our next soiree, which is scheduled for 4 p.m. on
Sunday, Aug. 10. All are invited.
At 4:15 p.m. on Tuesday at the Women’s Club house,
Carl LeVan, assistant professor at American University,
will speak and hold an in-depth Q-and-A session about
nearly 300 girls who were kidnapped from a small village
in Northeastern Nigeria by a radical Islamic group, Boko
Haram. All are invited.
Chautauqua Prize dinner
The Chautauqua Prize will be presented to Elizabeth
Scarboro, for her memoir, My Foreign Cities, on July 28. We
will celebrate the author in an intimate, pre-award dinner at 6 p.m. July 27 in the ballroom of the Literary Arts
Center at Alumni Hall. Chef Travis Bensink will create a
five-course dinner that we are calling a San Francisco/Colorado/Chautauqua fusion, recognizing the two primary
settings of the book and the local summer offerings of the
Chautauqua County farms. Cost is $109 for the five-course
dinner, or $129 with wine pairings. Reservations are required and can be made with Sarah Spangenburg at 716357-6398 or presintern@ciweb.org.
You are Chautauqua’s Promise!
If you have enjoyed the photo displays on the grounds
this summer of contemporary and historic Chautauquans,
then you, too, can be a part of this campaign. Bring your
family from 10 to 10:45 a.m. Monday or Tuesday to the
Hultquist Center porch. We will shoot photos that may appear in future displays or other publications. Please wear
dark colors — no white shirts. This will be quick. Signed
permission form required.
School of Music
This week’s series of student chamber music recitals
will continue Saturday with the student of the Voice Program. Hear their sweet serenades from 2 to 4:30 p.m. in
Fletcher Music Hall. At 2 p.m. Sunday in McKnight Hall,
catch the final performance of this week’s series. Proceeds
from both recitals will benefit the Chautauqua Women’s
Club Scholarship Fund.
AA/Al-Anon Meeting
There will be an open AA/Al-Anon meeting at 12:30
p.m. Sunday in Hurlbut Church parlor.
Women’s Club news
CWC’s Artists at the Market is opened from 1 to 4 p.m.
every Wednesday, Thursday and Sunday afternoons at the
Farmer’s Market. The variety of handmade goods will satisfy everyone’s artistic tastes. The artists change daily and
weekly, always offering new and exciting artistic pieces.
All are welcome.

SARA TOTH
Assistant Editor

The New York State Summer School of the Arts School
of Choral Studies has been
performing for Chautauqua
audiences for as long as Jared
Berry can remember, taking
the Amphitheater stage to
perform songs both classical
and contemporary.
At 2:30 p.m. Sunday in
the Amp, 64 students in the
NYSSSA program will continue that tradition, but this
time, things will be a little
different.
“This year is special, not
just for the choral program
but for NYSSSA itself,” said
Berry, associate director for
the choral studies program.
About a month ago,
NYSSSA held a Kickstarter
campaign, crowd-sourcing
about $11,000 for the filming
of a documentary about the
arts school. On Sunday, film
crews and a producer from
Mountain Lake PBS will be
in tow, filming the choral students in action.
“It’s our hope that the
documentary will be shown
throughout the state and people will really get a chance to
see, other that at Chautauqua,
what goes into the NYSSSA
programs,” Berry said.
NYSSSA is made up of
seven schools throughout
the state that offer studies in

APRIL HARTUNG | Provided photo

Students in the NYSSSA School of Choral Studies, outside the
Athenaeum Hotel in 2013, return to Chautauqua at 2:30 p.m.
Sunday in the Amphitheater.

ballet, choral studies, dance,
media arts, orchestral studies, theater and visual arts
disciplines.
In the choral studies program, Berry said the students
range in age from rising high
school freshmen to rising
college freshmen, from all
across New York state.
“We have students who
go on to pursue vocal performance careers, or go into
musical theater or become
music teachers,” Berry said.
“We also have students who
are just passionate about music. It’s those students who
become strong advocates for
the arts down the road.”
Students in NYSSSA programs must go through a

“very selective” application
and audition process, Berry
said. The intensive, six-daysa-week, four-week choral
studies program is filled
with voice classes, choir rehearsals, ensemble work,
seminars, faculty recitals and
private lessons.
“It’s very robust,” Berry
said. “There’s a lot going on
all the time.”
The Chautauqua performance comes one week before the end of the program,
Berry said, and the students
will travel to the grounds
from Fredonia, where the
choral studies program is
based. They’ve already made
the trip to Chautauqua once
this summer to see Madam

Butterfly and to talk to Chautauqua Opera Artistic/General Director Jay Lesenger.
“It’s nice for the kids to
see what it’s like in that performance space,” Berry said.
“And Jay is always so welcoming when he speaks to
the kids. It gives them an opportunity to learn about the
artistic decision-making and
the administrative decisionmaking he does. For these
students going into these
fields, it’s great to hear.”
When the students themselves take the Amp stage,
they’ll be performing everything from classical songs to
more modern pieces, some
in foreign languages, Berry
said. The program for the
afternoon includes “i carry
your heart with me,” by David Dickau, Adre Caplet’s
“Santus” from Messe a Trois
Voix, Bogoroditse Devo from
Sergei Rachmaninoff, the
spiritual “Jerusalem” and a
Scottish folk song “Loch Lomond,” arranged by Alice
Parker and Robert Shaw.
“It’s really something,”
Berry said. “Audiences are
going to see students who
love being here and love to
perform. We hope to convey
to the audience how much
music means to us and the
students. Hopefully, it will
impact them as audience
members as much as it impacts us.”

Sacred Song brings Christmas to July
QUINN KELLEY
Staff Writer

It only took playing
George Frideric Handel’s
“Messiah” about 500 times in
his career for Jared Jacobsen
to have a revelation.
“It all of a sudden hit me:
I am ready to direct this
piece,” Jacobsen said.
Jacobsen, Chautauqua Institution’s organist, will direct the Chautauqua Choir
augmented with other singers, as well as 24 members of
the Chautauqua Symphony
Orchestra, in performing
the Christmas portion of
the piece at Sunday’s Sacred
Song Service at 8 p.m. in the
Amphitheater.
“Messiah”
captures the birth, death and
resurrection of Jesus Christ in

music, and is often performed
at Christmas and Easter.
The notion of directing
“Messiah” first came to Jacobsen when he was playing
the piece on an organ in December. He saw the way that
director was able to bring the
piece together, inspiring Jacobsen to try it himself.
“The piece had to tell me
when it was ready for me, or
when I was ready for it, and
that was my ‘a-ha’ moment in
December,” he said.
In Handel’s time, a battle in
London between opera lovers
and church music lovers was
raging; Handel worked in
both areas, but was frustrated with the big money that
went into producing bloated, over-the-top operas. He
wanted to write his version
of an opera, with no scenery
and no costumes. After three
or four weeks of fervent writing, along came “Messiah,”
which is “by all accounts an
astonishing piece of music,”
Jacobsen said.

Handel — one of Jacobsen’s five imaginary ideal
dinner party guests — premiered “Messiah” in Dublin for a benefit concert in
a hall that only held about
500 people. The performance
generated so much buzz that
he pleaded through newspapers with women to leave
their hoop skirts at home so
the hall could accommodate
a larger audience. The performance also featured a soprano soloist in the midst of
a notorious affair that would
end in divorce, and people
came to see her as a celebrity;
however, Jacobsen said this
oratorio, unlike many, is not
all about the soloists.
“This piece is different
because it’s driven by the
choruses,” he said. “It’s easy
enough to learn that it’s accessible to the average singer,
but its such amazing writing
that you never get tired of it.”
In “Messiah,” Handel
paints sounds with a musical
brush, Jacobsen said. He de-

scribed the piece as transparent, clean and clear.
People know “Messiah”
so well that it doesn’t matter
when in the year it is performed, Jacobsen said. This
Sacred Song Service will be
different than most, in that
the congregation won’t be
singing much, although it
will surely join in for the ending “Hallelujah” chorus.
“People need an annual fix
of ‘Messiah,’” he said. “There
are ‘Messiah’ groupies out
there, believe me.”
The performance will also
set up the congregation for
next week’s Sacred Song Service, “Christmas in July.”
Jacobsen is excited and
scared for the opportunity to
shape music through a choir
and orchestra that primarily knows him as “that guy
who’s at the organ every now
and then.”
“That’s an awesome responsibility,” he said. “I take
it very seriously.”
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God’s will is bigger than ‘theological narcissism’

W

hat do you say to a friend who tells you that
your job loss is part of God’s special plan for
your life? Or, if it is stage three cervical cancer that is causing you to lie awake worrying
at night, how do you respond to that well-intentioned
soul who wants you to believe that God has a reason for
everything?
Pious clichés that use God to explain away difficult
or tragic circumstances are on the lips of vast numbers
of Christians. Such expressions sound wonderfully holy.
They also falsify human experience. They distort the
majesty of God by twisting God into a distant and aloof
sovereign. “God wanted it to happen, so it happened.”
That’s a favorite. If your best friend is mugged and beaten,
did God really send that suffering to teach your friend a
lesson? If so, what sort of lesson was it? What are the odds
that the lesson struck a helpful chord? Most of us would
find a lot more reason to fear rather than love God, if the
Lord of heaven and earth was this morally ambivalent or
malevolent.
While visiting a city church a few years ago, I picked up
a history of the congregation. From that booklet, I learned
that the congregation’s previous sanctuary burned to the
ground.
“No doubt, to train His people for greater things,” the
account read, “it pleased the Lord to reduce this splendid
edifice of worship to a gutted, smoldering ruin by a disastrous fire on December 3, 1903.” Really? I’ll bet you didn’t
know God delights in burning down churches.
From where does this folly come? Several sources. God
gets blamed for all kinds of outlandish things, mostly
because we don’t like to feel out of control in a chaotic
universe. If we position God to assume the blame or credit
for an inexplicable situation, suddenly it sounds more reasonable. Many people don’t like the idea of no one being
responsible for a perplexing event. Thus, God becomes the
handy arranger when one needs a cause for that flat tire
in the desert, or for that stillborn child that had been the

From the Pulpit
Guest Column by the rev. peter w. marty

sparkle in a hope-filled couple’s eyes.
There is another reason why seemingly intelligent
people tend to make God responsible for all kinds of
ridiculous circumstances. Such theology works extremely
well when things turn out to benefit us. Egocentricity permeates a lot of chatter about God having “a personal plan
for my life.” Theological narcissism cleverly places “me” at
the center of the universe.
“Somebody was looking out for me. My prayers were
answered.” This may offer all kinds of comfort after a
frightening tornado just missed my house. But what about
my faithful and prayer-inspired neighbors just blocks
away? They are standing in the rubble of what was their
house. It’s hard to picture them having prayed, “Lord
please direct the tornado our direction. We need one real
bad.”
Some believers will resort to language of God allowing certain events, even if God did not cause them. But
that theological reasoning presents huge problems, usually indicting rather than complimenting God. If my child
drowns in a swimming accident, and you try to comfort
me by suggesting God allowed the drowning for a reason,
that means God failed me. It would be akin to having a
strong lifeguard, with all the equipment and rescue skill

in the world, just standing by to watch my child go down.
That would be gross dereliction of duty.
Never once did Jesus of Nazareth counsel any person to
accept their suffering as the Lord’s will. God may work in
mysterious ways, but there is no evidence that God works
in nonsensical ways. If God is all-powerful, all-knowing,
and all-present, let us not forget that God is also — we
might say, primarily! — all-loving.
There are certain things love will not do, and territory
where love will not tread. Unconditional love will not have
you quitting on another person. One doesn’t throw in the
towel when fidelity and steadfastness constitute the best
forms of love. There are zones within friendship where
love should not invade. Love has no business, for example,
intruding on subjects and places that induce unnecessary
pain in another person. If God is love, then God responds
to us only through means that are loving.
The next time a friend of yours wants to suggest that
God’s care for you amounts to God arranging the daily
particulars of your life, gently remind her that you are not
a helpless marionette puppet, or a passive believer. Share
with her the biblical word that God’s will in this world is
about much greater things than simply pulling different
strings to create personal misery or blessing for you.
According to the Bible, God’s plan is about great big
things, not the little details that organize our daily circumstances or control our decisions. Getting malnourished
kids around the world fed, melting AK-47s into a billion
garden rakes, constructing preschools on the grounds of
nursing homes, and rectifying scores of societal injustices
all make the list for God’s holiness plan. Finding a parking space for you or me in the next congested city we visit,
unfortunately, doesn’t make the cut.
Peter W. Marty serves as senior pastor of St. Paul Lutheran
Church, a 3,500-member congregation in Davenport, Iowa. He
is the author of The Anatomy of Grace. Since 2010, Marty has
been the lead columnist for The Lutheran magazine.

Common meal at center of Ecumenical Communion Service
mary lee talbot
Staff Writer

The 10:45 a.m. Sunday Service of Worship and Sermon
will feature the sacrament of
Holy Communion as part of
a special worship service in
the life of Chautauquans.
This tradition was started by the Rev. Joan Brown
Campbell in 2004.
“We started having a
Communion service because, for the first time in
several centuries, we could
have an ecumenical service,”
she said in a 2013 interview.
The Rev. Robert Franklin,
director of religion, said the
communion service “is one
of our newer but much cherished traditions.”
“This sacred practice aims
to bind us into a community
of Christian worshippers
fulfilling our Lord’s prayer
that we might be one,” he
said. “Although our different traditions celebrate the
presence of Christ in their
own distinctive and beautiful ways, this ritual is our
attempt to gather the family
of Christians for one common meal at the table where
Jesus has broken bread and
served wine for over 2,000
years.”

BRIAN SMITH | Staff Photographer

Chautauquans partake in the Ecumenical Communion service
during 2013 season.

Instead of being separated, many denominations
can come together because of
agreements that came about
through the Churches Uniting in Christ, the successor
to Consultation on Church
Union. With Campbell’s
deep history in ecumenical
endeavors, she said in 2013
that it felt natural for her to
develop such a service at
Chautauqua.
One of the rubrics for the
service is that a Lutheran
and an Episcopalian must
consecrate the elements,

along with any other Protestant clergyperson. Roman
Catholics are allowed to
participate by reading the
Gospel lesson. Franklin, ordained in the American Baptist Church, the Rev. Peter
W. Marty, Lutheran, and the
Rev. James Hubbard, Episcopalian, will consecrate the
elements. The Rev. Susan
McKee, an Episcopalian, and
the Rev. Ed McCarthy, Roman Catholic, will read the
Gospel.
Very little happens on
the Chautauqua program

that is accomplished by one
or two people. The Sunday
ecumenical communion service is no different. Numerous volunteers bake bread,
set the tables, find chalices
and patens and help to clean
up after the service. Others
volunteer to serve the bread
and wine at the top of each
section of the Amphitheater.
Volunteers will work after
the Chautauqua Symphony
Orchestra performance Saturday to mark each serving
station and to help people
get to the correct place easily.
Pews must be reserved for

the servers and their families
if they wish to sit together.
Bulletins need to be marked
with the name and station
of each server. Some need to
be done ahead for those who
cannot get to the 8:30 a.m.
orientation. Others serve as
guides to make sure that everyone who wants to receive
the elements does so.
For the past several years,
Bob Bean, a local wood carver, has been crafting wooden
bowls to hold the bread for
the service. The matched
communion chalices were
made in 2005 at the School of

Art’s ceramics studio, under
the direction of Jeff Greenham. The denominational
houses supply other chalices. In the past, the United
Methodist House provided
Chautauqua co-founder John
Heyl Vincent’s own chalice.
Golden silk stoles and
matching altar paraments
were made by Jared Jacobsen
for First Lutheran Church in
San Diego.
The grape juice comes
from the Grower’s Cooperative in Westfield. Gluten-free
bread will be offered in two
places.
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Debate continues to this
day as to whether parts of
the score, namely the second
movement, are meant in reference to Stalin himself.
“The Shostakovich is
one of the greatest symphonies; a landmark work,”
Minczuk said. “It’s a very
personal, emotional piece
of music, even for Shostakovich’s intimate style.”
Minczuk went on to say
that he looks forward to
putting on the extensive
piece with the “diverse,
complete” talent of the
CSO.
“Symphony No. 10 explores the detail of individual instruments as well
as the larger sections and
groupings,” he said. “It’s a
wonderful way to feature a
complete symphony.”
By contrast, Grieg’s piano concerto is a more upbeat piece of music that has
held a sustained place in
popular culture worldwide.
Not only is it widely recognized as one of the most
popular piano concerti of
all time, the music has been
featured in everything from
an episode of “The X-Files”
to a commercial for Nike.
Nakamatsu has enjoyed
an extensive career as a
pianist in high demand
around the globe. His discography includes works

by George Gershwin, Sergei Rachmaninoff, and Frédéric Chopin among others.
Nakamatsu also lent his
expertise to students of
Chautauqua’s Music School
Festival Orchestra program
this week through a pair of
master classes and a Tuesday piano recital.
Minczuk and Nakamatsu have not worked together before tonight’s concert,
though the conductor is
confident in the abilities of
the soloist.
“He is a talented, wellknown soloist, and I was
glad when he was suggested for this concert,” Minczuk said. “It will be a great
opener for the musicians
and the audience.”
If there was one thing
Minczuk would have liked
to feature for the Chautauqua audience for his show,
it would be the music of
South America that he’s developed a deep connection
to while in Brazil.
He made it clear that,
should he be invited back
to work with the CSO, there
will be no shortage of LatinAmerican influence, maybe
even a soloist or two.
As with each of the eight
guest conductors this season, community members
are invited to submit their
thoughts on Minczak to
the Music Director Search
Committee via a survey
available on the CSO’s web
page CSOsearch.com.
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QUEEN
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In telling Kingston’s story,
the writer focused on remaining true to the heart of the
“American city” she grew up
in. Metzler described Kingston as a recessed, mediumsized city in the Hudson
Valley, populated with hardworking people.
“A lot of what I reference is
real,” she said. “I really tried
to capture the spirit of it.”
CTC Artistic Director Vivienne Benesch said the playwright’s intimate connection
to the work made her invaluable in the play’s production.
“The world of Kingston
and Kingston High School
and the characters she’s written are so close to Molly,”
Benesch said. “Having Molly
there filling in all of those
gaps has been a treat, so we
can really honor the authenticity of that world.”
Metzler has worked on
two new scripts at the Institution in the past, Close Up Space

MARtY

from page A1

“I want to identify the
kind of faith journey that
goes beyond doctrines,
that shows the embodied
character that Jesus had as
he moved and acted,” he
said. “When Jesus was preparing to leave this world,
his last gestures were not
propositions — you have
to believe this, you have to
say that. He washed people’s feet, ate meals, tasted
wine, embraced and demonstrated love.”
In this day and age,
Marty said, people have
“reduced faith to what we
must say, those certain
things that show you believe.”
His titles for his weekday sermons reflect this
concern. They include “The
Eyes Have It,” “Becoming the Aroma of Christ,”
“Are You In Your Hands?”
“Singing With Your Last
Breath,” and “My Feets Are
Taking Me Somewhere!”
“I want to address ways
to engage our bodies in the
faith walk,” he said.
Marty will also be
one of three people presiding at the Ecumenical
Communion Service that
will be part of Sunday’s

and Carve, during previous
New Play Workshops. She
said during her previous visits she fell in love with Chautauqua, and, while writing
The May Queen, was devoted
to bringing her “best self” to
the audience.
“Instead of just picturing
a random audience, I start
to picture Chautauquans —
who are a really specific audience. They’re more enthusiastic and engaged than other
audiences, but they’re also a
little more critical, in a good
way. They’re smart. They
have opinions,” Metzler said.
“Writing a play with them
in mind, it makes you bring
your A-game.”
Writing a play with Chautauquans in mind also included collaborating with
Benesch from the development stages of the process to
its realization.
“To be involved from literally the idea forward is a really rare experience for a director,” Benesch said. “I feel
like I have become a family
worship service.
“We live in a world
where lots of people don’t
know what to make of other religions and they fear
they will lose their particularity,” he said. “I cherish
the ecumenical and interfaith experience, but it is
only when you are well anchored in your own tradition that you can be open to
others. The vividness with
which we live our faith allows us to be more open to
others.”
Marty is the author of
The Anatomy of Grace, the
lead columnist for The Lutheran magazine, and from
2004 to 2009, he served as
host of the national radio
broadcast “Grace Matters.” He is the chair of the
board of The Christian Century magazine. In 2010, the
Academy of Parish Clergy
named him “Parish Pastor of the Year,” an award
that recognizes leadership
excellence and faithfulness
in congregational development. He currently serves
on the board of trustees for
Augustana College in Rock
Island, Illinois.
Marty is returning to
Chautauqua for the first
time since visiting as a
child more than 30 years
ago.
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member with these characters, and I’ve never had that
experience with working on a
play before.”
Metzler said that close
work between director and
writer impacted the final
product.
“Vivienne’s held my hand
from Page 15,” she said. “I’ve
really spent a lot of time with
her and I actually feel like it’s
our baby.”
Like A Raisin in the Sun, the
contemporary comedy focuses on the struggles of a family.
The May Queen’s family is a
voluntary one, a group of colleagues working in the same
office pod. Trials and tribulations facing the group are
both humorous and touching,
according to many producing
the play.
“Good comedy is rooted in
sometimes dark truths,” said
CTC Managing Director Sarah Clare Corporandy. “Molly,
this is her forte, this type of
material, because it’s so truthful. It’s not just this comedy.
You’re having a great time

and then all of a sudden this
reality hits you in the face.”
Actors have described the
story as bittersweet, but Benesch and Corporandy said
the play will likely be the
feel-good production of the
season.
“The ending makes me cry
every time, and I’ve heard the
play like 10 times now. I still
just weep at the end,” said
Kate Eastman, who plays
Nicole Chee. “But it’s really
funny. You’re going to laugh;
you’re going to cry.”
Though this is the first
chance to see the new work,
Benesch is confident the
play’s life won’t end with the
Institution’s summer season.
“This is a play that I truly
believe will go on to a life after
Chautauqua,” Benesch said.
“It’s her best play to date.”

ANGWIN

ite stories involve looking at
computer code.”
The Society of Professional
Journalists’ Northern California chapter chose Angwin
as its Outstanding Young
Journalist of the Year in 1998.
When Columbia University awarded her a yearlong
Knight-Bagehot Fellowship in
Economics and Business Journalism, she moved to New
York.
In 2000, as the dot-com
bubble was about to burst,
Angwin began covering technology for The Wall Street Journal. During this period, she
researched and wrote Stealing
MySpace: The Battle to Control the Most Popular Website
in America, which was published in 2009.
In her recent New York
Times op-ed, “Has Privacy Become a Luxury Good?” Angwin raised essential questions
about the expansion of the
personal data protection market after Edward Snowden’s
revelations in June 2013 about
U.S. government surveillance
programs.
“Can we ensure that those
who can afford to buy privacy services are not being
deceived?” she wrote. “And
even more important, do we
want privacy to be something
that only those with disposable money and time can afford?”   
Although Angwin has
been criticized as being irrationally optimistic about protecting privacy in an age of
vast, indiscriminate data collection and relentless surveillance, she said she is proud of
her optimism because fatalism won’t solve the problem.
“I am hopeful and I have
funny stories to share about
my investigations, including
about kid’s privacy,” she said.

from page A1

Using environmental conservation as a metaphor, Angwin likened recycling to the
things that individuals can
do to be better citizens, and
equated the passage of federal
laws such as the Clean Water
Act to collective action.
“We don’t have all the
tools, but we have more than
we think,” Angwin said.
“There’s some very simple,
low-hanging fruit. People do
have some control. For instance, they can choose better passwords and protect
themselves when browsing
the Web. … I took the protest
route. I tried to opt out of 200
data brokers online, but could
only opt out of fewer than 90,
and only 13 showed me the
data they had collected about
me.”
Early in her career, Angwin identified privacy protection as an issue.
“I’m from Silicon Valley,”
she said. “Technology is in
my blood. In 2009, I realized
that technology companies
were collecting our personal
data, though I would never
have predicted it to be as big
an issue as it is now.”
While majoring in mathematics at the University of
Chicago, Angwin was a reporter for The Chicago Maroon,
the campus paper, and interned at The Washington Post
upon graduating.
Eventually, Angwin began
covering technology at The
San Francisco Chronicle. During the early dot-com days,
the tech industry was taking
off and she was the only staff
reporter who knew about it.
“I’m very technically oriented,” she said. “My favor-

For more information
about The May Queen,
see ’fore-Play on
Page B7
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In Week Five, Chautauqua lectures
examine ‘the American West’
From the President

T

Column by Thomas M. becker

he experience of Chautauqua Institution is an
experience of community. The grounds and
facilities, our rules for land use and the attempts
to minimize the use of cars, the efforts toward
an understanding of shared space, and the increasing
awareness of the environmental impact of practices are
all pieces of the reality of the experience of community.
The signature of this community is that it exists to support and, in itself, express the very purposes of Chautauqua Institution — the exploration of the best of human
values and the enrichment of life.
The age of Chautauqua (140 years), its remarkable
location, historic structures, consistency of the sequence
of daily events, intoning of the “Largo” and much more
contribute to the idea that Chautauqua doesn’t change.
But, of course, it does. These grounds and the programmatic experiences of these grounds are maintained,
remade, added to and edited from continually, like any
other living, breathing organism of life.
Our efforts, therefore, are focused on maintaining
and building the creative capacities and resources and
expressing them in ways that are meaningful to all who
enter these grounds.
Once inside the gates, all who enter are part of that
expressive process in the way in which they engage with
the programs, facilities and the other members of this
explorer community. We are, all of us, co-creators of this
time in our lives.
At 1 p.m. Saturday in the Hall of Philosophy, the community will gather to honor the life and creative contribution of Ryan Kiblin, manager of Grounds, Gardens and
Landscaping at Chautauqua. We will also collectively
grieve the untimely and genuinely outrageous circumstances of her death.
Ryan was 33 years old, expecting her first child. Ryan
was eight months into her pregnancy. She had decided
that the baby would be named Emma Lee. She had had
difficulty at various points in the pregnancy, but insisted
that she was managing just fine. Then last Saturday Ryan
experienced respiratory distress. Despite prompt medical
attention including a Star Flight to Buffalo and an attempt to save Emma Lee, both Ryan and her infant died.
Whether you embrace a set of beliefs that give you
comfort or not, there is an undeniable sense of outrage
over this event. We are wounded as a staff and as a community by the suddenness of her loss.
Ryan worked at Chautauqua for 14 years. She developed her skills and her mind and her capacities. During
this time, she progressed from being a diligent and effective worker to being a leader of people who took genuine
pride in their work. Importantly, she became an artist.
Her artistry is all around you on these grounds.
Within staff, we talk to one another about the fact that
as we perform our duties and express ourselves in our
work we are part of the fundamental purposes of this
great Institution. Ryan brought an ethic of diligence and
high standards for performance to her work. She also saw
herself as a key part of the arts pillar at Chautauqua. She
hoped that your experience with the physical property of
this community will further your journey as explorers of
the best in human values. And everything she did held a
promise for future expressions of beauty. Her signature is
all over this artwork.
You are welcome to join us Saturday afternoon to help
honor and celebrate the many gifts Ryan Kiblin made in
our lives and in those of generations of Chautauquans to
come.

Chautauqua Institution
lecture platforms, artistic
programs explore American
expansionism in Week Five
Week Five of the 2014
Chautauqua season kicks
off on Saturday, July 19, and
ends on Saturday, July 26, celebrating the weekly themes
with lectures, art and live
performances. The morning
lectures, on “The American West,” will take place
at 10:45 a.m. from Monday
to Friday in the Amphitheater, while the afternoon Interfaith Lecture Series, “The
American West: Religious
Evolution and Innovations,”
follows at 2 p.m. in the Hall
of Philosophy.

Former Nevada governor
Robert List and Former U.S.
interior secretary and Arizona
governor Bruce Babbitt will
take part in a Thursday conversation on the unique political issues of the West with
Washington Post White House
reporter Juliet Eilperin.
To close the week Friday,
Leslie Berlin, project historian for Silicon Valley Archives at Stanford University,
will offer an examination of
the contemporary American
West, specifically Silicon Valley’s emergence as a technology and innovation capital of
the world.

Morning Lecture Series

The growth of the West
brought new ways of experiencing religion and spirituality to American culture. The
Native-American spirituality
born here contrasted with the
Catholicism of the Conquistadors. Circuit riders and the
Chautauqua Movement encouraged the Protestant ethic. The rise of the Church of
Jesus Christ of the Latter Day
Saints (Mormonism) allowed
a unique 19th century North
American religion to flourish; and Scientology brought
yet a new 20th century expression of spirituality. How
did the awe-inspiring, untamed, and breathtakingly
beautiful landscape of this
land help to shape these old
and new ways of experiencing the Holy?
Monday lecturer Scotty
McLennan is the dean for
religious life at Stanford. He
was the university chaplain
at Tufts University from 1984
to 2000 and senior lecturer at
the Harvard Business School
for 10 of those years.
John Wigger, Tuesday’s
speaker, is professor and
chair of the Department of
History at the University of
Missouri. His research focuses on American religious
and cultural history. He has
written extensively on early

As Chautauqua’s arts programs prepare an original
production on American expansionism, the week’s lecturers prospect the history of
the country’s frontier. What
did our nation gain — artistically, culturally, politically, economically — from westward
expansion?
Patrick Griffin, MaddenHennebry Professor of History at the University of
Notre Dame, will provide
an introduction to the frontier and the emigrant state of
mind on Monday.
Cynthia J. Truelove, former senior water policy analyst for the California Public
Utilities Commission and
now Water-Energy Practice lead for California State
University-Sacramento’s Center for Collaborative Policy,
will speak on Tuesday to the
pressing issue of water in the
region, and the confluence of
water, energy, climate change
and policy.
On Wednesday, W. Richard West Jr., president and
CEO of the Autry National
Center of the American West,
will discuss the rich history
and culture of native peoples
of the West, and how they
continue to shape present-day
America.

Afternoon Interfaith Lecture
Series

American Methodism and is
currently working on a book,
under contract with Oxford
University Press, on the PTL
Club empire of Jim and Tammy Bakker.
Wednesday lecturer Tink
Tinker, a citizen of the Osage
Nation (wazhazhe), is the
Clifford Baldridge Professor
of American Indian Cultures
and Religious Traditions at
Iliff School of Theology, where
he has brought an Indian perspective to a predominantly
Amer-European school.
Patrick Q. Mason, the
speaker for Thursday, is Howard W. Hunter Chair of Mormon Studies and associate
professor of religion at Claremont Graduate University in
Southern California. An expert on Mormonism and the
historical role of religion in
American public life, Mason
has often been featured in the
national media.
Friday lecturer Sylvia Stanard is the deputy director of
the Church of Scientology’s
National Affairs Office. The
office, located in Washington,
D.C., is the national headquarters for the Church’s humanitarian initiatives and public
policy work, liaising with
federal government, embassies and non-governmental
organizations.
Evening Arts Performances
Capping Week Five thematically will be the original inter-arts production,
Go West!, a collaboration of
Chautauqua
Institution’s
resident theater, opera, symphony, dance, music and vi-

WEEK
FIVE
The American West
sual arts programs. Directed
by Andrew Borba, Go West!
investigates the American
impulse to pioneer. The onenight-only performance takes
place at 8:15 p.m. Saturday,
July 26, in the Amphitheater.
In addition, Chautauqua
Theater Company opens its
second mainstage production, The May Queen, at 6 p.m.
Saturday, July 19, in Bratton
Theater, beginning a run
through July 27. Chautauqua
Dance presents “An Evening
of Pas de Deux” at 8:15 p.m.
Wednesday in the Amphitheater. Chautauqua Opera
Company stages the first of
two performances of The Ballad of Baby Doe at 7:30 p.m. Friday in Norton Hall.
Live symphony performances taking place in the
Amphitheater include the
Music School Festival Orchestra at 8:15 p.m. Monday and
the Chautauqua Symphony
Orchestra at 8:15 p.m. Tuesday and Thursday.
At 8:15 p.m. Friday, popular entertainer Vince Gill returns to Chautauqua with
the Time Jumpers, a group
of Nashville’s all-star studio
musicians.
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Lawrence E. Davis
Lawrence (Larry) Edward
Davis, 90, of Sarasota, Florida, and Chautauqua passed
away peacefully at his home
on Jan. 17, 2014, with his
wife, Jan, and son, Andrew,
by his side. Born in Utica,
New York, in 1923, he served
in World War II in the Pacific
theater, driving a truck over
the Burma Road into China.
After the war, he married
Patricia Kirk and had four
children. While working full
time and raising a young
family, he studied at Champlain College before transferring to Syracuse.
A 1950 graduate of Syracuse University’s chemical engineering program,
he spent many years of his
corporate life in Pittsburgh,
where he was employed by
American Cyanamid, Pittsburgh Chemical Company,
US Steel’s Chemical Division
and Calgon Carbon. During
his corporate career, Larry
developed expertise in the
use of activated carbon and
eventually became Calgon’s
vice president and general
manager of the Activated
Carbon Division.
In 1978, Larry founded
P.A.C. Associates, Inc., a
consulting company that
specialized in the areas of
environmental services and
equipment, absorption products and specialty chemicals.
In 1989, rather than re-

Milestones
in memoriam

tire, Larry took on a final
challenge in his businessengineering career by joining Westates Carbon in Los
Angeles California as their
CFO.
Upon the successful turnaround and sale of Westates,
Larry retired in 1992.
In retirement he served
on the Board of Trustees of
Chautauqua Institution, enjoyed playing tennis well
into his 80s, and was passionate about being up to
date on the news of the day
as he read five papers daily
and four weekly magazines
cover to cover. He had strong
opinions from this vast
knowledge, all of which he
could remember and quote
in his many friendly debates.
The Steelers were his team
along with the Orange Men
of Syracuse.
He enjoyed
time spent with his Landings Tennis buddies, summer lectures at Chautauqua
Institution and his beloved
Smith Memorial Library.
Larry is survived by his
wife of 28 years, Jan FriendDavis; sons, William and

Andrew (Valeri); daughter Patricia Ewing (Robert); grandchildren Maggie,
Amanda, Jessica and Michael
Ewing and Heather Kristof;
step-sons Jeffrey Friend
(Leigh) and Douglas Friend
(Tracy); and grandchildren
Owen Friend and Dustin, Tatum and Demi Ross. He was
preceded in death by a son
Mike (Debbie) in 1985.
Larry’s 90 years taught
him many life lessons.
Lessons, he believed, were
important to pass along to
his family. These lessons
taught him that life can be
filled with success, mistakes,
joy and sadness. Through all
of these, love of family was
truly most important.
A Celebration of Life was
to be held at the Landings
Racquet Club on Saturday,
Feb. 1, 2014. A Chautauqua
memorial service will be
held at 2:30 p.m. Sunday in
the Hall of Philosophy.
Memorial gifts may be
made in his memory to the
Smith Memorial Library, PO
Box 1093, Chautauqua, NY
14722.

Kidder to hold signing for
book on Vietnam War
Ryan Pait
Staff Writer

History does not revolve
solely around the United
States.
“Americans think that
history begins and ends
when we go in,” Rolland
Kidder said. “And we don’t
think much about the prior
history and what happens
when we leave.”
But Kidder, a veteran of
the Vietnam War, revisited
his — and countless others’
— collective history. A trip
to Vietnam in 2010 evoked
old memories for Kidder,
and it brought him closer to
an old friend.
“I wanted to
see the country in
peace, not in war,”
Kidder said.
While in Vietnam, Kidder reunited with Thu Trung
Van, whom he met
and helped train
during the Vietnam
War. The pair re- KIDDER
visited the Mekong
Delta’s murky waters, a
stretch of river and swamp
lands that they patrolled
together in 1969 during the
conflict.
Kidder’s visit to Vietnam was meant to help him
write an article on his time
there, but the article ended
up evolving into something
much larger: a book, titled
Backtracking in Brown Water.
Kidder will visit Chautauqua to do a book signing at
noon Sunday in the Author’s
Alcove on Bestor Plaza.
“If I sell 10 books, I’ll be
lucky, but I really appreciate the opportunity,” Kidder
said.
Kidder’s book was pub-

It’s a story of getting
involved with the war
— and war is nasty
stuff.”
—ROLLAND KIDDER
Author

lished earlier this year. In it,
the author revisits his time
in Vietnam during 1969 with
his friend, Van. He also reflects on what happened to
the families of three of his
friends who were killed in
combat.
Kidder said some
of the best feedback
he has received has
been from these families.
“I’m not sure ‘delighted’ is the proper
word, but I think
they were very appreciative that I got
it done,” Kidder said. “Because, to them, the guys who
were killed were their everything. It’s a story of getting involved with the war
— and war is nasty stuff.
There’s fallout from it; people get killed and it ripples
through families.”
While the Vietnam War is
a complex and often confusing part of American history,
Kidder said that writing on
it came to him pretty easily.
“I love to write, so it
wasn’t difficult to write
about,” Kidder said.
He felt that his role in the
war — that of a patrol boat
river officer — gave him a
unique perspective.

“A lot of the books that
have been written about the
war are more ‘shoot-’em-up
— we were the good guys,
they were the bad guys’
— that kind of style, and I
didn’t want to write a book
like that,” Kidder said. “I
wanted it to be factual and I
wanted to face the ambiguities of the war and the tension it created.”
Backtracking in Brown Water is Kidder’s second book,
after his debut work, A
Hometown Went to War. Kidder said it’s great to have
two published books under
his belt, but that his new
book might be his last.
“I think I’m done with
books,” Kidder said. “They
take on a life themselves.”
Interviewing his fallen
friends’ families for the book
took a lot of time because
they were scattered across
the country, Kidder said.
“But at the end of the day,
these families were the driving force to help get the book
done,” Kidder said. “Once
they opened the door into
their lives and the lives of
their loved ones — I wanted
to finish their story.”
Kidder hopes that his
book will resonate with
Chautauquans
because
many of them lived through
the Vietnam War and will
remember it.
“I wanted the book to be
more than a shoot-’em-up
story, and I wanted it to be
more than a memoir,” Kidder said. “I wanted it to be
the story of a place and a
time, and what happened in
that fairly small world.”

RPCVs hold Peace Corps gathering Tuesday
The agency is operating more quietly than in
the past, but the U.S. Peace
Corps is still going strong,
with 7,209 volunteers in the
field or in training right now,
in 65 countries all over the
world.
With about 215,000 former Peace Corps Volunteers
in this country, it is inevitable that a few of them are
at Chautauqua Institution at
any one time. In fact, there

are at least four Returned
Peace Corps Volunteers (RPCVs) here year-round and
several others who own
property and are here all
summer.
For four years, RPCVs
Laura Damon and Alice
O'Grady have hosted an annual get-together for RPCVs
who happen to be on the
grounds.
In 2013, 11 attended, and
it is hoped that in 2014 even

more will turn up.
The 2014 RPCV Get-Together will be held from 4 to
6 p.m. Tuesday at the Cambridge, 9 Roberts, behind the
post office. Footprints lead
down the path to the "hidden
patio." Wine and cheese will
be served.
All RPCVs are welcome,
as well as anyone interested
in joining the Peace Corps
and parents or grandparents
of current volunteers.
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Merkley, Moore discuss CSO leadership, inter-arts projects
Cortney Linnecke
Staff Writer

A swell of Chautauquans
flooded Hultquist Center
porch Wednesday morning,
overflowing onto the steps
and surrounding area to
listen to the Trustees Porch
Discussion, “Fine & Performing Arts & Inter-arts
Collaboration.”
The group of approximately 45 Chautauquans
— the largest crowd to date
this summer — engaged
in discussion with Institution leaders concerning the
search for a new orchestra
conductor and this summer’s
inter-arts collaboration project, Go West!
Marty Merkley, vice president and director of programming, first took the
floor to update the community on Chautauqua’s ongoing quest to secure a new
musical conductor for the
Chautauqua Symphony Orchestra. This summer Chautauqua is welcoming eight
different candidates, each of
whom have the opportunity
to direct one or two symphony concerts, Merkley said.
But concerts and musical
talent aren’t the only prerequisites to become the CSO’s
new leader. According to
Merkley, the new conductor
must also understand and
feel at ease in Chautauqua’s
unique atmosphere, as well
as engage with the community.
“They have to be comfort-

KREABLE YOUNG | Staff Photographer

Marty Merkley, vice president and director of programming, speaks during the Trustees Porch
Discussion on Hultquist Center porch Wednesday.

able at Chautauqua. They
need to understand how it
works,” Merkley said. “We
want them to be the face of
the orchestra community,
and an advocate for classical
music.”
Merkley said that the
search committee has put
forth extensive effort to ensure that the new conductor
will mesh well with Chautauqua and its residents.
Each candidate must undergo an interview process, as
well as attend all rehearsals
and post-recital receptions.
The search committee has

also implemented online
surveys to gauge interest in
each candidate. One survey
is open to the public to determine community reception,
and another is exclusive to
orchestra members in order
to garner technical feedback
on the conductors’ skills.
“It’s a very complex process we’re going through,”
Merkley said. “At the end of
the season we hope one candidate will surface. So far, it’s
going to be rather difficult,
because the first three were
all very good. It’s going to be
a challenge for us to choose.”

The search for a new conductor aside, community
members present at Wednesday’s discussion were eager for more updates on the
CSO. Several commented on
the structure of symphony
concerts, explaining that the
long length and extended
intermissions lead to crowd
dispersal, which may make
Chautauqua look bad.
“For us — when our kids
were little — leaving the
concert wasn’t a gesture to
be rude,” said one Chautauquan, Diane Friedman. “It
was a treasure to be there for

even part of the concert, and
it was a treasure to be free to
leave.”
Merkley acknowledged
Friedman’s point, noting that
many audience members
leave not out of disinterest,
but due to other obligations
or sheer exhaustion. He said
that, despite crowd thinning
toward the end of the night,
attendance at CSO concerts has remained steady
throughout the years.
Next to take the microphone was Deborah Sunya
Moore, associate director of
programming, to discuss the
Go West! inter-arts collaboration. Last year’s collaborative
The Romeo & Juliet Project was
wildly successful, and while
Moore is hoping to repeat
that success, she said the
approach to this summer’s
project is a bit different.
“Everyone knew the story
of Romeo and Juliet, but what
we’re looking at is a very different project,” Moore said.
“Our director has to start
completely from scratch.”
The team facilitating Go
West! had to start building
from the ground up, choosing and assembling music,
a script, and a story. They
also decided to embrace
even more artistic departments than last year. While
still incorporating the basics
— dance, symphony, opera,
theater — they also asked
the visual arts and piano
programs to participate, and
even managed to get a flutist
from the Cayuga Nation to

agree to perform.
“This work is quintessentially American, but it’s
not just about a historical
account,” Moore said. “It’s
about the concept of pioneering, the American concept of
pushing forward and exploring. It’s going into an area
that asks, ‘How do we “go
West” now?’ ”
One community member,
Emily Sack, was worried
about the future of interarts collaborative projects
at Chautauqua. The idea for
major interdisciplinary performances was originally an
initiative intended for only a
few summers.
“Is it only a three-year initiative? It won’t continue after that?” Sack said.
Moore said she doesn’t
foresee such projects going
extinct at the end of next
summer. In fact, she said, she
hopes to have even more collaborations, perhaps smaller
and more flexible works that
are easier to manage.
“We have the power to be
affected by all the arts in one
place, at one time, telling one
story,” Moore said, explaining why it’s important to
preserve inter-disciplinary
work. “And that can be extremely powerful.”
The board of trustees
porch discussion series will
shift focus next week, as the
community convenes to discuss “Lake and Storm Water
Management.”

Chautauqua Foundation hosts annual Scholar in Residence seminar
Carson Quirós
Staff Writer

This past week, from
Monday through Wednesday in Smith Wilkes Hall,
the Chautauqua Foundation
presented the annual Scholar in Residence event, which
this year featured Jon Alterman.
The seminar is offered
exclusively to members of
the Bestor Society and the
Eleanor B. Daugherty Society, which recognize leadership gifts to the Chautauqua Fund and those who
have designated a planned
gift to Chautauqua, respectively.
Monday’s program began
with a few words of gratitude
from Vice President and CEO
of the Chautauqua Founda-

tion Geof Follansbee for the
efforts and contributions of
the members of those two
societies. He also recognized
David and Deidre Anderson,
who represented the sponsor
of the event, the Edward L.
Anderson Jr. Foundation.
Alterman, this year’s
scholar, explored the topic
“Religion and Politics in the
Middle East.”
David Anderson and his
brother, Steven, continued
their late father’s support of
the Scholar in Residence by
making Alterman’s participation during the Week Four
program possible.
“It’s kind of a daunting
task,” said Alterman, who
currently holds the Zbigniew
Brzezinski Chair in Global
Security and Geostrategy
and serves as director of

KREABLE YOUNG | Staff Photographer

Jon Alterman, director of the Middle East Program at the Center
for Strategic and International Studies, speaks Monday at the
beginning of a three-day seminar about religion and politics in the
modern Middle East at Smith Wilkes Hall.

the Middle East Program at
the Center for Strategic and
International Studies. “I’m
talking about religion and

politics in the Middle East.
Where do you start?”
Prior to joining CSIS in
2002, Alterman served as a
member of the Policy Planning Staff at the U.S. Department of State and as a special
assistant to the assistant secre-

tary of state for Near Eastern
affairs. He has also taught at
Harvard University, where
he received his Ph.D. in history, and is the author or coauthor of four books on the
Middle East. His opinion
pieces appear in The New
York Times, The Washington
Post, The Wall Street Journal,
Financial Times and other
major publications.
During the three-day
program, Alterman talked
about why the problem of
religion and politics seems
to be so persistent in the
Middle East.
“There is no other place
in the world where we have
seen such sustained interest,
such sustained conflict, and
such sustained contestation
on the issue of religion and
politics,” he said Monday.
“Why? I think that’s the
question that brought you
all here. Why is it so enduring … where do we think
this is all going?”
Over the three-day semi-

nar, Alterman discussed
roughly 3,000 years of history, paying particular attention to the ways in which
political actors use religion
to augment or challenge authority.
On Monday, he spoke
on pre-20th century issues,
moving onto the 20th-century issues Tuesday. He concluded his talks Wednesday
by discussing the last threeand-a-half years in the Middle East.
“I think the program
takes some of the Chautauqua themes and gets in
deeper for some of the folks
who are really committed to
the Institution, as kind of a
way of both giving back and
thanking those who support
it,” David Anderson said.
“Last year, we had a subject
in the humanities. It’s very
exciting this year to move
into another area altogether
and in the years to come
hopefully we’ll do different
things as well.”
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Youssef sees an Egypt ‘exhausted’ from
democracy, seeking stability in status quo
ALLISON LEVITSKY | Staff Writer

I

n early 2011, the world watched in awe
as Egyptian revolutionaries ousted
President Hosni Mubarak from office
after nearly 30 years in power. Removing
an authoritarian leader was a momentous
accomplishment, said Nancy Youssef,
McClatchy Newspapers’ Middle East
bureau chief, but the difficult part came
afterward.
At the 10:45 a.m. morning
lecture on Friday, Youssef
outlined to the Amphitheater audience the difficulties
that Egypt has faced in establishing democracy.
Fourteen
months
after Mubarak was ousted,
Mohamed Morsi was elected president, but after a
lackluster presidency, he
was removed from office
a year later. Then, former
Commander-in-Chief of the
Armed Forces Abdel Fattah
el-Sisi was elected in May
2014 in a move that Youssef
sees as reminiscent of the authoritarian days of Mubarak.
She attributed this to the
chaos that has ensued since
the revolution began in 2011,
and further speculated about
“why, in just three years,
Egyptians who went from
demanding changes from
their government, who went
from demanding the end of
police brutality, are now welcoming something far worse,
the killing of thousands, the
suppression of their rights.”
It is currently illegal to
protest in Egypt. Around
half of the population is illiterate, and the average Egyptian makes $200 a month.
The World Economic Forum
has ranked Egyptian primary education among the last
in the world.
Criticizing Sisi can result
in arrest, Youssef, said, citing a man who was recently
incarcerated for naming his
donkey after the president.
Thousands of political dissidents have been arrested,
she said.
“Almost daily, there are
images of people being
killed by the police, tortured, falsely imprisoned,”
she said. “And a government
that is putting down laws to
suppress people’s rights, and
people welcome it.”
Why has Egypt seemingly
reverted to the status quo?
In answering this, Youssef
stressed the importance of
taking a long view of the
Arab Spring, not merely assessing it from January 2011’s

“celebratory images out of
Tahrir Square with word of
Hosni Mubarak’s ouster,”
but looking to the last 20
years of life in Egypt.
“Those [years] really laid
the foundation for the Egypt
that we have seen emerge today,” she said.
Tunisia has been more
successful in establishing
its emerging democracy, she
said, and noted the vast differences in the buildup to
the two countries’ respective
revolutions.
Tunisia, Youssef said,
saw “a real revolution of social thought and economic
thought that transcended
all the classes of that society, and in Egypt, that didn’t
happen. In the 20 years leading up to it, the masses were
in the same economic circle.”
The Egyptian middle
class has eroded over the last
20 years, corruption has run
rampant and any economic
growth “served the elites
and didn’t serve the masses”
— a similar situation to that
of Syria. Egypt’s economic
stagnation has resulted in
smuggling markets and terrorist activity, two phenomena that have created their
own economic class, Youssef
said.
This criminal activity
does not bode well for democracy.
“Our own history tells
us that bad men can’t make
good citizens, and a democracy demands, in a sense,
good citizens,” she said.
The nation’s low level of
education means trouble
for democracy, she said, invoking Thomas Jefferson’s
contention that democracy
demands an educated electorate.
Egypt, she said, is a society of haves and have-nots,
toting an economic system
that has held people back
and built an environment
not looking to build a national state.
And this society has
not been good to political parties, which, Youssef

A:
Editor’s note: This Q&A has
been edited for clarity and length.

Q:

What is the U.S. policy
toward Egypt, and do

we actually speak with one
voice?

What is the policy toward
Egypt? Well, it’s changed.
During the election process,
the message was supporting
the process — not a candidate.
I think the same way that the
Egyptian public is exasperated by all these changes,
we’re starting to see signals
of an American administration
that, in a sense, welcomes the
status quo at least for now
because at least something
that is known. John Kerry last
fall said that Egypt was on

AMANDA MAINGUY | Staff Photographer

Nancy Youssef, the Middle East bureau chief of McClatchy Newspapers, discusses the unique circumstances behind the political
revolutions in Egypt during her Friday lecture in the Amphitheater.

said, faced constant threat
from the Mubarak regime.
Mubarak jailed the leaders
of the young, liberal political parties that only knew
real exposure after the Arab
Spring.
These parties lacked guidance, she added, explaining
that liberal political movements most often wasted
time preaching to the educated, well-off choir, not the
impoverished masses.
“What was created in that
environment was not parties that reached out to the
various economic sects of
Egypt, but to people they
knew,” Youssef said. “We
saw this on Twitter, where,
essentially, people were talking to one another, but not
to the base. If you were trying to communicate a political message on Twitter in
Egypt, you were not reaching the majority. In a country
where people only earn $200
a month and are illiterate,
they’re not on Twitter.”
In the last 10 years,
Mubarak loosened up on
political parties, but due to
most parties’ inexperience,
the 85-year-old Muslim
Brotherhood benefited the
most from this freedom. The
Brotherhood reached out to
poor, uneducated people in
rural areas which the young,
liberal parties failed to do.
“Their tentacles extended
into every single part of that

society,” she said. “They provided food. They provided
garbage pickup. They provided medical care. So you
can imagine how juxtaposed
that is — a Muslim Brotherhood that is in your neighborhood, versus these liberal
parties who are essentially,
from their perspective, talking down to you about these
kinds of changes that you
need in terms that seem,
frankly, quite foreign.”
Meanwhile, in the years
leading up to the Arab
Spring, the U.S. invested
“millions and millions, maybe billions” of dollars to promote democracy in Egypt.
Youssef explained that
the United States has historically promoted democracy
in other countries like Iraq
in the belief that democracy
would mean stability, leading to less warfare involving
the U.S. and the rest of the
world. The U.S. sent groups
like the National Democratic
Institute and the International Republican Institute
to teach political parties how
to organize themselves, campaign and voice dissent in an
autocratic system.
According to Youssef, this
was not enough.
“There was never an education to the masses about
how to receive that information,” she said. “It’s as
though we taught the political parties one language,

the path to democracy, which
shocked every Egyptian I
know, and you get the sense
in talking to the administration
that to serve U.S. interests, to
protect Israel, to protect the
ability to arrest terrorists and
the like, that Sisi represents a
system that he knows because
he was a product of it, he
was the minister of defense
under Morsi before he ousted
him and he was the head of
intelligence under Mubarak
and, I have been told, has

been instrumental in every key
decision that Egypt has made
over the last five years. So
the tone that you get from the
administration now is not one
that pushes for the kinds of
revolutionary changes. The administration that said Mubarak
has to go is no longer. It’s one
that says we need stability,
much as the Egyptian public is
saying.
—Transcribed by
Emma Foehringer Merchant

and they spoke it to a population that had no idea what
they were saying. And that
gap created an environment
where the U.S. would stress
process, elections, teaching
these elites on how to run
Parliament, things that were
many, many steps ahead of
where Egypt was.”
In essence, she said, “we
were speaking in macro
terms to a country that needed to hear it in micro terms.”
Once Mubarak left office,
Egyptians did not know how
to proceed, Youssef said. Everyone had a different definition of “democracy.” To the
public, she added, democracy often meant total freedom
without law and order, leading to violence and chaos.
“It was built on that weak
foundation of not defining
what democracy means, and
agreeing as a society on how
to proceed once Mubarak
falls,” she said.
And after Mubarak fell,
the public pushed for elections immediately.
“Because the basic terms
were not clearly defined to
everyone, there was a perception that democracy was
an election — that once you
had an election, you had a
democracy,” Youssef said.
Once Morsi disappointed
the public with his first year
in office, she said, the nation
felt that it could not tolerate
four years of him in the pres-

idency. Just over two years
since the fall of Mubarak,
Youssef said, “we’d gotten
rid of one president on the
street. Why not another?”
After Morsi was removed
from office, Egypt had grown
jaded to rampant violence
and repression, she said.
“The society that was once
outraged under the Morsi
government that 10 people
had been killed in front of a
presidential palace, a month
later, would not even flinch
at 1,100 people being killed
on Aug. 13 in front of two sitin sites that were set up on
Morsi’s behalf,” she said. “It
was a fundamental change of
society in a matter of weeks.
The nationalism that had
been there, that had fueled
the Arab Spring in 2011, by
2012, was over, and we were
back to [a more] divisive political system in place.”
Egypt had grown “exhausted” by democracy, she
said. Because every part of
society had different expectations for it, and a process
had not been established, the
status quo, represented by
Sisi, seemed appealing.
“ ‘It’s a dictatorship, but it’s
the devil we know,’ ” Youssef
said, invoking popular sentiment. “ ‘What’s the value of
freedom of speech if I can’t
provide for my family?’ ”

» on the grounds

BUSINESS LICENSES
If you operate or rent accommodations or any type of
business on the grounds you must purchase a rental
permit or business license at the Treasurer’s Office in the
Colonnade (716-357-6212).
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Gardens Department Office

We get greener
every year at
Chautauqua.
It’s a beautiful
thing.
R y a n K i b l i n , A u g . 2 6 , 2 0 11

Chautauqua Golf Club wetlands

Some things do test your faith.
When the Rev. Robert M. Franklin began his community announcements at the July 13 morning
Amphitheater service, the audience
certainly did not expect to hear his
voice catch as he made the solemn
announcement that Ryan Kiblin
had passed away.
It was a shocking kick in the
stomach for everyone who was
privileged to know her.
Ryan Kiblin was responsible
for much of the beauty in Chautauqua, where beauty is so deeply
cherished. The gardens you see
displayed on this page were hers.
Over the course of her 14 years on
the Institution staff, she had steadily advanced from gardener to gardens and landscaping supervisor
to manager of grounds, gardens
and landscaping.
Ryan started planting flowers and
wound up paving the streets, too.
She believed passionately in the
restorative power of natural beauty
and was for many years the spearhead of an effort to channel that
beauty to the purpose of buffering
the Institution’s storm water runoff
to protect Chautauqua Lake.
Creative and innovative to the
point of being visionary, Ryan was
also a supervisor who cared deeply
about her many seasonal and relatively few year-round employees.
From tough snow plow drivers to
gardeners 20 years her senior to
high school and college students
new to the workforce, everyone
who worked for Ryan appreciated
her firm, fair and human approach.
It was not unusual for Chautauquans to find her digging in the
dirt alongside her staff. She had
hard-nosed men and women on her
staff, and they listened to her. In
her business, the boss either commands respect or she doesn’t.
Ryan did.
Chautauquans knew Ryan to be
knowledgeable, pleasant, frank and
responsive. She quietly helped and
advised many homeowners on the
grounds.
Ryan left us too soon. The beauty
of her imprint on Chautauqua will
be her enduring memorial.

Berm along Turner Gate Road

At one point when the Sensory
Garden was nearly finished, the
Children’s School staff asked Ryan
whether the kids had to stay on the
path and just look at the garden.
“No! We want them to go off
the path and into the shrubs
and find the bugs under the
rocks!” she said. “It makes me
feel good that I am spreading
the love of Mother Nature.”
E x c e r p t e d f r o m t h e D a i l y, A u g . 2 2 , 2 0 11

A memorial service for Ryan Kiblin
and her daughter, Emma Lee, will
be held at 1 p.m. Saturday in the
Hall of Philosophy.
Attendees are encouraged to wear
purple, butterflies or tie dye.
Chautauqua Institution plans to recognize,
honor and memorialize Ryan’s extraordinary
contributions to Chautauqua Institution and
its environment.
Anyone interested in learning more may stop
by the offices of the Chautauqua Foundation
in the Colonnade or contact the Foundation
at 716-357-6220.

Root Avenue Stormwater Park

LeVan Garden within Root Avenue Stormwater Park
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Olivia Amzallag
Remembering Ryan is a flood of shining smiles,
bear hugs, brilliant blue eyes and soft curls
adorning the most beautiful soul. Nature created
a splendid being that tended to all living things
with whom she came into contact, gardens,
trees, animals, children and friends alike. We
shared a wealth of life experiences, escaping our
demanding jobs each summer to dance to live
music and sip strawberry-laced Champagne on
a third-floor porch while listening to the evening
program, following a well-deserved meal with
friends. Her face lit up with joy as she explained her
newest garden project and described her flower
choices in detail, humbly displaying her genuine
environmentally innovative mind. A true queen,
ever so graceful as she handled every detail of her
vast nature kingdom, one would be blessed when
she stopped to offer a hug as she whizzed by on
her golf cart. Ryan, my tree savior, fashion canvas,
fellow nature preserve director, woman warrior,
festival dancer and friend — your exceptional spirit
lives on in all those whom you touched so deeply.

Caroline Bissell
Working with Ryan was a breath of fresh air
Her talent and knowledge were really quite rare.
With flowers galore in all the right spaces
to drink in the beauty, there were lots of places.
She loved BTG and supported its mission;
we worked very closely creating that vision.
Discovering new trees to plant every year,
choosing the ones not eaten by deer.
Transforming Smith Wilkes for its 90th birthday,
adding color and texture in that sweet Ryan way.
Wherever we look we’ll see her touch;
already her presence is missed very much.
You were my friend and I feel such a loss,
but wherever you are I’ll bet you’re the boss!

Amanda Mainguy | Staff Photographer

Above, “CI” flower beds on Bestor Plaza. At right, Ryan digs a hole for a new tree adjacent to the
Labyrinth outside Turner Community Center. Below, a shoreline buffer zone planting between Glidden
and Chautauqua Lake. At bottom, part of the Root Avenue Stormwater Park.

Jane Buch
The world will always be a better place because
Ryan Kiblin lived here. Ryan was a gift to
Chautauqua and to all who knew and loved her.
Rarely does a person leave a legacy of beauty that
is so readily visible to all who walk the grounds —
her gardens, her flowers and especially, her new
Chautauqua trees. A hundred years from now
these mighty giants will stand in all their majesty
as a fitting memorial to her passionate devotion.
She and I had a favorite saying: “Plant a tree under
whose shade you will never sit.” Dearest Ryan,
you gave all Chautauquans present and future
that gift 500 times over. We are grateful for your
having graced this earth. Goodbye, dear friend.
Well done. You will be sorely missed.

Margery Buxbaum
Last week the Chautauqua Bird, Tree & Garden
Club members lost a dear friend. We enjoyed a
deep and abiding relationship with Ryan Kiblin.
Together, we researched and planned gardens,
locations for new trees, and collaborated on
insect- and bird-friendly native plants that would
support our local ecology. Every summer Ryan led
a popular Monday evening walk for BTG exploring
our beautiful lake-friendly rain gardens. Her
dedication and enthusiasm were matched only by
her knowledge and appreciation for their beauty.
She loved pointing out the returning birds at Fletcher
Music Hall’s gardens feasting on berries and bugs.
It was catching! She inspired others to do the right
thing: native plantings, water conservation, good
mulching, permeable surfaces. Ryan was a natural
teacher! Last summer she helped us select three
tree species and find appropriate locations on the
occasion of our Centennial celebration. This spring
we wanted to plant a new garden near Bryant Gate,
and she found just the right plantings that will thrive
there. Her cheerful, cooperative manner and her
hard work were the indicative of her can-do attitude
about everything she did. Ryan’s leadership was
clear: her crews were right there for her. The last
time she and I talked, we spoke of the forthcoming
birth of her baby, and we know she would have been
a wonderful mother. We have lost a great friend and
partner and environmentalist, and we join all other
Chautauquans in their grief. We will miss her!

Douglas Conroe
Dedication. Drive. Unlimited energy. Vision.
Mother figure and mentor to subordinates. High
work ethic. Creative. Never to say “I can’t.” Selftaught. Versatile. Involved. Caring. Demanding.
Always a friend. Perfectionist. The intensity of
these traits allowed her to do a job that most
would say is impossible. Over 40 endowed
gardens — she just added another last week.
Five lake buffer zones with designs for more.
Significantly major installations including Fletcher
Music Hall Nature Park and Rain Garden, porous
brick walks, the Golf Club Wetland and the new
Stormwater Park alongside Root Avenue. Flower
boxes too numerous to list and plantings at all of
our facilities. All of this by annually utilizing new
workers that she had to train from scratch to
supplement her Grounds and Heavy Equipment
crews. Ryan Kiblin was a very special person who
loved this place called Chautauqua Institution.
She warmly touched the lives of many and brought
the grounds and gardens to a state that I can only
describe as sparkling. They are a reflection of her.
I am privileged to have been her supervisor.

Jane Conroe
She would not want us to be sad. She would want
us to remember the Halloween she dressed up as
Mother Nature. Plants were everywhere, on her
skirt, in her hair. She would want us to go walk
through a garden or get down on our knees, get
dirty and plant something. Something that will take
root and grow and blossom and need to be weeded
and need to be divided and shared. She would want
us to be reminded that how we feel when we walk
through a garden is the reason why all that hard work
is worthwhile. Ryan truly loved plants, all plants,
anything that would flourish. The evidence of that
love is all around us. She wanted every person who
walked the grounds of Chautauqua to love them as
much as she did. And then she learned that plants
not only provided beauty and comfort but could also
help Chautauqua Lake. Her energy and motivation
for healthy water soared with every installation. Any
walk with her through Fletcher Music Hall Nature
Park allowed her the forum to celebrate the beauty
and function of the fabulous plants at her feet and
above her head. I know she has already planned
and planted a new garden in heaven. It is filled with
colors we cannot yet imagine, with plants we have
yet to learn. Ryan was a remarkable, young woman
whose love for all things growing, including her child,
has literally touched the earth around us. We are all
blessed to have had Mother Nature be here with us.

Amanda Mainguy | Staff Photographer

Tina Downey

Jerry Lindsey

Beautiful soul, gentle soul, nurturing soul. Giving so
much of herself to others that she often times was
spent, strengthened only by a firm resolve to be what
others needed when they needed it. Caretaker of
the wounded, guide for the uninitiated, taskmaster
of the able-bodied, with a penchant for natural
artistry of the best variety. Fiercely loyal, generous
of heart, buoyant in spirit and with a twinkle in her
eye that kept us all enchanted. Aaahh, such are
the joys and burdens of motherhood. Ryan always
wanted to be a mother. She spoke of it often and
with a deep yearning over the years. She just never
fully realized that she’s always been one. All along.
For all of us. And I’ll be forever grateful.

Ryan, I will miss your wonderful smile and amazing
outlook on life. You made me want to be a much
better person in all aspects of life. I know that
you will guide me through the rest of my life and
continue to make me a better person. I never
would have thought this day would come so soon,
babe, and no words will ever express how I am
feeling right now. I am so sorry that there was not
more that I could have done for the two of you, but
know that you will be missed terribly and thought
of every second of every day. Your life on earth was
cut way too short but I know that you and Emma
are now with God and it’s a much more beautiful
place, so please give Emma a kiss for me and tell
her Daddy loves her. Until we meet again always
know that you and Emma were the best things that
ever happened to me and I never will forget you. I
love you both and will miss you both terribly, sweet
dreams and sleep tight, till we meet again know I
will always love you, babe. Love, Jerry.

Beverly Hazen
Ryan Kiblin’s sincere passion for the gardens of
Chautauqua has been inspirational to witness. With
finesse, ease and love, she cared not only for the
flower gardens, but the lake as well. She worked
hard to improve its quality with rain gardens, buffer
zones and more. Ryan’s eyes glowed reflecting her
devotion and her smile revealed the deep pleasure
she derived from her gardens, the gardens at
Chautauqua. Thank you, Ryan.

Heather Johnson
A beautiful young girl of 18 came visiting our home
one day. Becoming fast friends and like a sister
to our kids, she quickly won a place in all our
hearts. Ryan Kiblin became a major thread in the
fabric of our family. Shared apartments, growing
pains and becoming adults together. Ryan was
always a stabilizing force. Her competence
was enhanced by her inner and outer beauty,
compassion and dedication to those she loved.
Finally settling in the Landscape Department at
Chautauqua Institution, she truly blossomed, as
did the beautiful gardens and grounds she helped
to create and tend. The promise of a new little
life and happy relationship were something she
waited a long time for. But other plans were in
store for Ryan and her little flower, Emma. She will
be tending God’s gardens and watching over us.
Smiling to herself, because she can finally have
every coleus she ever wanted, and no deadlines.

Norman and Nancy Karp
As we move around the grounds, we see the hand
of Ryan everywhere. From the outstanding new
garden behind Norton Hall to the rain garden in front
of the Arts Quad, she has created her own memorial.
From the Bird, Tree & Garden Club Sensory Garden
at Children’s School to the major improvements
around Smith Wilkes Hall and the brilliant new
flowers behind the Baptist House, who can ever
forget her? With imagination and innovations from
one end of Chautauqua to the other, this beautiful
woman has made more changes to enhance our
surroundings than seems possible for someone so
young. She was a true genius in garden design and
execution and we will never know what she would
have accomplished if she had enough time. We
love seeing her handiwork everywhere we go on
the grounds, but we we would much rather see her
out there directing her loyal crews.

Linda Jordan Loomis
For three or four years, Ryan and her mother
brought fresh flowers from the Institution to
the Warren General Hospital Women’s Cancer
Support Group to present a flower-arranging
demonstration. Every woman in the group went
home with an arrangement. It was the most popular
meeting of the group. Also, during Christmas, she
would come to the group’s party with several
wreaths to give to them. These women, some now
gone as well, were so appreciative.

Tracey Miller
Ryan, just like the butterflies you love, spread your
wings and flutter — and when we see them, we
will think of you. Love always, Tracey (Cox) Curtis,
Danielle (Cox) Rosage, Christina (Cox) Riley and
Tracey and LaVe

Alan Nelson
Ryan was newly appointed as head of the
Garden Department when she began to address
the environmental concerns of the Bird, Tree &
Garden Club. From the beginning and throughout
many meetings, it was clear that she shared BTG’s
dedication to the preservation and enhancement
of the Chautauqua grounds and a commitment
to the use of sound environmental practices.
Ryan always listened carefully to new ideas, and
she would then quickly research possibilities.
By turning many of those ideas into reality, she
was able to make good things happen. Among
her accomplishments were the BTG-sponsored
restoration of the Smith Wilkes Garden, the
Arboretum, the bell tower lake buffer zone, the
Children’s School Sensory Garden and the planting
of many replacement trees. For myself and many
of us who worked closely with Ryan, there is a
profound sense of grief and the knowledge that we
have indeed lost a kind and kindred soul. Ryan’s
legacy to the Bird, Tree & Garden Club will always
be a more beautifully diverse and ecologically
sound Chautauqua environment for all to share
and enjoy.

Spencer Santilli
Having a boss like Ryan is something that will likely
go unduplicated for the rest of my working life.
Ryan was typically flustered about something in
her own life, but always took time to understand the
trials of her employees and friends. She was caring,
passionate, and always willing to give someone a
second chance when nobody else would. Working
was never about money for Ryan. Her position was
not a glorious one and working was never about
promotions or success — it was about building
living sculptures that were a part of her and anyone
who ever worked for her. As we’ve all come to know,
Chautauqua Institution has some of the highest
standards and she would not let any of us fall below
them — least of all herself. Even as I sit here and
try to write, my words aren’t capable of matching
the feelings and emotions circling in my head. This
isn’t fair and is one of those life events that is an
unmistakable tragedy. I learned many things from
my time working with Ryan, and one thing will
always be true: she was the reason so many of us
stuck with this job. We don’t do it for ourselves, we
don’t do it because we like landscaping, and we
most certainly don’t do it for the money — most of
us bled, cried and certainly sweated day in and day
out for her. I’m going to miss my boss, but I’m going
to miss my friend even more.

Hannah Schneider
I have spent four years working on Chautauqua
Institution’s gardens and landscaping with
Ryan. The last two years I have worked as one
of her managers. I am also a third-generation
Chautauqua employee. My grandfather worked in
the gardens department for Ryan and my uncle
worked full-time in the grounds department and
was very close to Ryan as well. Ryan has always
been an important member to our family. There
were many times spent at my grandmother’s house
at our “family dinners” that she would take time to
come to, even with her busy schedule. Ryan has
made a major impact on my life personally. She
has taught me so much over the years — not just
about landscaping and gardening, but about life.
Some of my fondest memories of her are time
spent at her house trying to catch up on her yard
work while we weren’t working at Chautauqua. One
time, out of the blue, Ryan asked if I was coming
home for the weekend from school. She had said
that she had a surprise for me. I came home and
we had a “spa” day, spending time talking and
lounging outside with Puffer and Esther. Ryan was
an amazing boss. She knew when to be serious
with us but always made work fun. One memory
that stands out is when us girls were getting ready
to plant the Children’s School veggie garden. She
told us to call her on the radio when we got there.
When we arrived, one of my co-workers called
“188 to 31: The Eagle has landed.” None of knew
how to react and we waited in silence thinking we
would be scolded for being silly. Ryan, not missing
a beat, responded, “The Hawk is on its way.”

Heather Schneider
Three generations of our family worked with Ryan
throughout the years: my father, Cliff Reardon, my
brother, Shawn Reardon, and recently, my daughter,
Hannah Schneider. She was a good friend to them
and was like a member of our family. When Shawn
suffered a stroke three years ago, Ryan and Char
[Heinning, former director of ticketing] were some
of the first to visit him. When my parents went to see
him one day, the nurses told them that two women
had been in earlier today. They had found both of
them in his bed, kissing and hugging him. Ryan
and the gardens, landscaping and maintenance
staff were there for our family and for my brother
during that tough time. They quickly organized a
benefit for him to help with expenses. She would
stop and see him while he was staying with my
parents to eat dinner and to see “Mr. Happy” and
his “Fat Dog.” She often said that a big hug from
him would help her get through a rough day. Ryan
is with us now, flying free like the butterflies she
loved so much. We know she is at peace. Hannah
told me on Monday that she hadn’t seen a butterfly
all summer, but on that day four landed near her.
We know that was Ryan, telling us that everything
will be all right. Love you, Ry.

Kit Trapasso
More than a few years ago, Children’s School
staff proposed the idea of a Sensory Garden in
our playground for the children and their families
to enjoy. When the teachers at Children’s School
met with Ryan Kiblin, supervisor of gardens and
landscaping at the time, she was very excited
about the idea. Her excitement and commitment to
this project was just what was needed to make our
seed idea grow into reality. Ryan was determined
to make this happen for the school, our children
and families. In the Spring of 2010, the Bird, Tree &
Garden Club approached Children’s School about
funding the Sensory Garden. Interested staff met
with her several times to discuss the plans for the
garden; Ryan always listened to our suggestions
and offered her recommendations to incorporate
them into the garden we have growing today. We
were always impressed with her commitment,
knowledge, enthusiasm and competence to
engage those involved with our project. Thank you,
Ryan, for your tireless efforts to bring the idea of a
Sensory Garden to fruition for Children’s School. It
is a favorite place for all of us — children and staff
alike. As it continues to grow, the garden will offer
an inviting natural space for our children to explore,
discover, and nurture today and in the years to
come. The Children’s School Sensory Garden is a
beautiful space for us to hold Ryan in our memories.
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Eric Liu, founder and CEO of Citizen University and co-author of both The Gardens of Democracy and The True Patriot, speaks during the Interfaith Lecture in the Hall of Philosophy on Thursday.

Liu: Role of citizenship is to close the
gap between American ideals and reality
Kelsey Husnick
Staff Writer

Eric Liu won the lottery
of life by being born in the
United States. He is, like the
majority of other Americans,
an inheritor of democracy.
Living up to this inheritance by committing to an
“interplay of creed and deed”
was the topic of Liu’s 2 p.m.
Interfaith Lecture Thursday
in the Hall of Philosophy.
His lecture, “America’s Civic
Religion,” was part of Week
Four’s theme, “The Role of a
Citizen in a Just Democracy.”
As a second-generation
American — his parents
both arrived here from
China — Liu, author, civic
entrepreneur, founder and
CEO of Citizen University,
said he is constantly aware
of the gift he’s been given by
being here. He also said all
United States citizens should
think of themselves as second-generation Americans,
regardless of how long their
families have been part of
the fabric of this country.
“In a deeper, deeper
sense, every one of us is,”
Liu said. “The miracle of
what happened here is so
powerful and so great that,
in a sense, we have no choice
but to put the founders and
the framers [of America] on
a pedestal. … The generation
that we have gathered here
today actually has far more
in common with — far more
to connect to, far more of a
similar challenge and set of
burdens — that second gen-

The miracle of what happened here is
so powerful and so great that, in a
sense, we have no choice but to put
the founders and the framers [of America]
on a pedestal.”
—ERIC LIU
Author and CEO,
Citizen University

eration of Americans.”
To fulfill the Founding
Fathers’ vision for America,
Liu said people need to be
conscious of the creed that
was established for them in
documents such as the Declaration of Independence,
the Constitution and in the
words of prominent people
who inspired the masses to
make progress during the
past 238 years, such as Martin
Luther King Jr., Cesar Chavez
and Eleanor Roosevelt.
“It places upon us an exceptional burden to live up
to those words, to live up to
the promise, to live up the
idea of liberty and equality.
To live up to the notion that
we must manage the inherent tensions between liberty
and equality,” he said.
The problem Liu said
Americans face today is that
many take those creeds for
granted, or only turn to them
in pivotal moments when
they feel their democracy
and their rights are being
threatened.
Incorporating
those

creeds into deeds and civic
acts each and every day, in
what Liu called a “civic religion,” is the ultimate goal.
It’s these acts that define the
role of citizenship.
“Absent that it is merely
doctrine. Absent that it is
merely only a set of words to
worship,” he said.
Liu outlined a three-part
cycle through which competent civic deeds are made —
a cycle of claiming, doubting
and redeeming.
Claiming
America’s
creeds means more than
knowing the “civic scripture” or the history lessons
taught to middle and high
school students, Liu said. It
means knowing the stories

of American activists, their
struggles and shortcomings
and the facets that characterized the generations. And it
means knowing that America hasn’t yet lived up to its
promised potential.
That awareness of unfilled promises leads into the
next step of Liu’s cycle.
“This reckoning and realization that, my goodness,
the gap is too wide. The gap is
too wide and too great to bear
between our ideals and our
actual institutions,” he said.
But, he continued: “That
kind of doubt, as in the enactment of any practice of faith,
is not to be run away from. It
is not to be smooshed down.
It is not to be ignored or papered over or palliated. It is
to be looked squarely in the
eye.”
The job of the citizen is to
take that doubt and use it as
a fuel for Liu’s last step in the
cycle. The job of the citizen,
he said, is to commit to the
creed and to rectifying the
doubt so the idea of America
can come closer to reality.
This cycle and ultimate
act of redeeming represents
the story of America, Liu
said. It’s how this country

was built, and it’s how this
country has progressed
throughout the years.
True patriotism, Liu said,
can best be described in a
quote by a German immigrant named Carl Schurz,
who said, “[It] is not my
country right or wrong. It’s
my country when right, to be
kept right; when wrong, to
be set right.”
The people have not, and
may never reach a perfect
balance between reality and
an American ideal, but Liu

said it’s the role of citizenship to keep chipping away
at the gap.
“It falls to us, as the people who won this lottery, as
the inheritors of this great
and fragile experiment,” he
said. “It falls to us as the latest in a long line of people
who are still trying to figure
out how to do something
that people on Earth have
not yet figured out how to
do — which is how to have
a mass, multicultural democratic republic.”

RECREATION
AT CHAUTAUQUA INSTITUTION
For more information, visit: www.ciweb.org/recreation

Golf
Chautauqua Golf Club features two scenic 18-hole courses
overlooking Chautauqua Lake, a well-equipped pro shop, locker
rooms, equipment and cart rental and professional instruction.
Single, family and junior season memberships are available. The
Learning Center, a new 25-acre practice and teaching facility, offers
a series of clinics and junior golf camps.

716-357-6211

Tennis
Eight state-of-the-art fast dry courts (two illuminated for night play)
are available at the Chautauqua Tennis Center, located adjacent
to the Turner Community Center. Private lessons are available from
teaching professionals. Clinics, round-robins and tournaments are
scheduled throughout the season. In addition to short- and long-term
memberships, daily court fees are available. The Coyle Courts, four
hard courts located at the Boys’ and Girls’ Club on the south end of
the grounds, are available to the public during non-Club hours.

716-357-6276

Sailing
Instructional classes are offered by the Sailing Department, located
at the John R. Turney Sailing Center, at beginner, intermediate and
advanced levels. Private lessons by certified sailing instructors and
rentals are also available.

716-357-6392

Sports Club
•

The Sports Club, located on the lakefront near the Athenaeum Hotel,
provides facilities for shuffleboard, horseshoes, lawn bowling, bridge
and other games and activities. Paddleboat, kayak and canoe
rental, softball leagues and the annual Old First Night Run/Walk/
Swim are all part of the Sports Club program.

716-357-6281

Exercise/Fitness
Chautauqua Health & Fitness is a full-service exercise and strengthtraining facility with two sites: Turner Community Center, with indoor
pool and Heinz Beach. Short- and long-term memberships and daily
passes and personal training are available. All fitness classes are
run through the Special Studies office.

Fitness Center: 716-357-6430 • Classes: 716-377-6348
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APYA
The Abrahamic Program
for Young Adults, now in its
ninth year, is designed to reflect the efforts and mission
of the Department of Religion
by teaching young adults at
Chautauqua Institution about
the shared heritage of the
Abrahamic traditions: Judaism, Christianity and Islam.
This year’s team is comprised
of Jewish coordinator Yael
Allen, Christian coordinator
Alma Gast, female Muslim coordinator Amber Muhammad
and male Muslim coordinator
Kaiser Aslam.
Baptist House
The Rev. Kathleen Brumbaugh gives a sermon titled “The Lord’s Prayer” at
9:30 a.m. Sunday in Baptist
House, 35 Clark. She serves
Schenevus United Methodist
Church. Barbara Hois, flute,
and Rebecca Scarnati, oboe,
provide music.
Blessing and Healing Daily
Service
The Blessing and Healing
service, sponsored by the Department of Religion, takes
place at 10:15 a.m. weekdays
in the Randell Chapel of the
United Church of Christ headquarters. This service is one
opportunity that provides a
time for quiet prayer in the
midst of a busy Chautauqua
schedule.
Chabad Lubavitch
Rabbi Zalman Vilenkin
presides at the 9:30 a.m. Shabbat service on Saturday in the
Everett Jewish Life Center
library. The Torah reading is
Matos (Num. 30:2). A Kiddush sponsored by Bernice
Thaler for good health follows
at 12:15 p.m.
Shabbat ends at 9:40 p.m.
Join the guys of the Men’s
Tefillin Club for a power
breakfast for the body and
soul at 9:30 a.m. Sunday at the
Zigdon Chabad Jewish House.
Rabbi Vilenkin presents
a lecture, “Maimonides, a
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Guide to the Perplexed,” at
9:15 a.m. Monday in the Library Room of the Literary
Arts Center at Alumni Hall.

Interfaith News

Chautauqua Catholic Community
Masses are celebrated at 5
p.m. Saturday in the Hall of
Philosophy, at 9:15 a.m. Sunday in the Hall of Christ, and
at 12:15 p.m. Sunday in the
Hall of Philosophy.
Daily Mass is celebrated
at 8:45 a.m. weekdays in the
Episcopal Chapel of the Good
Shepherd.
Priests in residence this
week are the Rev. Donald
Blaes, retired, substitute priest
in Southern Illinois, and the
Rev. Thomas Murphy, pastor
of St. John Neumann Parish in
Reston, Virginia.
The Rev. Todd Remick is
spiritual adviser of the Chautauqua Catholic Community
and pastor of St. Mary of
Lourdes in Mayville and Bemus Point.
Deacon Ray and Pat Defendorf of All Saints Parish
in Corning are host and hostesses at the Catholic House.
Deanna Bliss of Mayville is
weekend sacristan.
Chautauqua Dialogues
Chautauqua
Dialogues,
in its third consecutive year,
provides an opportunity for
Chautauquans to participate
in small group discussions
based on the 2 p.m. Interfaith
Lectures sponsored by the
Department of Religion at
the Hall of Philosophy. The
groups meet from 3 to 5 p.m.
Friday at various venues. Sign
ups to participate in one of
these facilitated group discussions are immediately before
or after the 2 p.m. lecture at
the Hall of Philosophy Tuesday through Thursday. Group
size is limited. This activity is
sponsored by the Department
of Religion.
Christian Science House
“Life” is this week’s Bible
lesson subject. In addition to
hearing it at the 9:30 a.m. Sunday service, you are welcome

Compiled by meg viehe
to study it during the week
in our reading room, open
24/7, where you may also read
copies of the Christian Science Monitor and past articles
from our periodicals, listen
to archived radio programs,
lectures and talks on topics of
current interest and research
using our computer-based
concordance.
Disciples of Christ
“From Perfection to Progress” is the title for the Rev.
Wesley Knight’s Communion
meditation for the 9:30 a.m.
Sunday service at the Disciples of Christ House, 32 Clark.
Knight is the senior pastor
at Harbor Christian Church
(Disciples of Christ) in Newport Beach, California. Originally from the St. Louis area,
he is also an educator and advocate for social change. All
are welcome at the service.
ECOC
The ECOC invites all to our
Brown Bag at 12:15 p.m. Monday in the UCC Randell Chapel. Jean Chandler presents
a program about her Road
Scholar trip to China. She will
show pictures that include
the Forbidden City, the Great
Wall, the terracotta warriors
and the Buddhist stone carvings in the Longmen Grottoes.
Episcopal Chapel of the
Good Shepherd
The Rev. Carol Jablonski,
rector of St. Andrew’s Episcopal Church in College Park,
Maryland, presides at services
of Holy Communion at 7:45
and 9 a.m. Sunday in the Chapel of the Good Shepherd.
Mother Carol came to
Chautauqua for the first time

in 2013 as a New Clergy Fellow. Before becoming rector of
St. Andrew’s, she served as an
associate rector at St. Stephen’s
Episcopal Church in Durham,
North Carolina.
The Rev. Virginia Carr,
vicar of the chapel, leads a service of sung Compline at 9:30
p.m. Sunday night in the chapel. Canon Jay presides at 7:45
a.m. service weekdays in the
chapel. The chapel, located at
the corner of Clark and Park,
is handicap-accessible via an
elevator on the Park side and
is open all day for meditation
and prayer.
Jablonski presides at services 7:45 a.m. weekdays in
the chapel.
Food Pantry Donations
Hurlbut Church is accepting non-perishable food items
for the Ashville Food Pantry.
Non-perishable food donations may be dropped off at
any time at the Scott entrance
of Hurlbut Church.
Hebrew Congregation
The Hebrew Congregation’s morning service runs
from 9:30 to 11:30 a.m. Saturday in the Hurlbut Church
sanctuary. Rabbi Samuel Stahl
leads the service. John Meyers
is the cantorial song leader,
and Jared Jacobsen is the organist. Kiddush lunch, sponsored by Joan and Bob Spirtas
and Luann and Larry Cohen,
follows.
Steve Piper will be the featured speaker at the Hebrew
Congregation Shirley Lazarus Speaker’s Series from 8
to 9 p.m. Sunday in the Hurlbut Sanctuary. His topic is “A
History of the Jews at Chautauqua as seen through the
eyes of a Methodist.” Dessert
follows the program. Bus service will be provided on the
grounds after the program.
All are welcome.
Hurlbut Memorial Community
Church
A service of meditation,
Scriptures, songs, prayers and
Communion runs from 8:30
to 9:15 a.m. Sunday at Hurlbut Memorial Community
Church. Everyone is welcome
to attend.
Hurlbut Church Lemonade Stand
The stand serves coffee,
lemonade, iced tea, a variety
of sweet rolls, grilled hot dogs,
hamburgers and Italian sausages 9:30 a.m. to 2 p.m. Sunday on the sidewalk in front of
Hurlbut Memorial Community Methodist Church.
Hurlbut Church Meal Ministry
Hurlbut Memorial Community United Methodist
Church is cooking, and everyone is invited. The church
serves lunch from 11:45 a.m.
to 1:15 p.m. weekdays, and
dinner from 5 to 7 p.m. each
Thursday evening during the
season. The church is located
on the corner of Scott and
Pratt.

The weekday lunches offer a choice of homemade
soup and sandwich, soup
and salad, turkey salad
plate, fresh fruit plate, veggie wrap, or a special-of-theday; either quiche, taco salad
or crab salad. All lunches are
served with a beverage and
a freshly baked cookie for
$7. These nutritious and delicious meals are for eat-in or
takeout. All proceeds from
the meals benefit the mission
and ministries of the Hurlbut Church.
International Order of the King’s
Daughters and Sons
The Ida A. Vanderbeck
Chapel on Pratt is open to
all for prayer and meditation
from 9 a.m. to 7 p.m. daily. The
International Order of King’s
Daughters and Sons own the
chapel, which has been open
since 1963.
Labyrinth
Chautauquans continue to
have the opportunity to learn
about and walk the labyrinth
during the 2014 season. Led by
Wally Rees and sponsored by
the Department of Religion,
an orientation is presented at 7
p.m. every Monday throughout the season. This orientation includes a brief history
and uses of the labyrinth.
The Chautauqua labyrinth,
located next to Turner Community Center, is accessible
though the Turner building
or through the parking lot, if
arriving via Route 394. There
is bus and tram service to
Turner. Remember your gate
ticket. The orientation session
concludes in time to attend
the evening program in the
Amphitheater.
Lutheran House
The Revs. Caroline and
George Mendis, co-pastors
at Christ Lutheran Church
from Millvale, Pennsylvania,
preside at the service of Holy
Communion 9:30 a.m. Sunday
in the Lutheran House located
on the brick walk at the corner of Peck and Clark. Serena
Moore of Columbia, Maryland, provides the music.
Presbyterian House
The Rev. Betty Voigt presides at the 9:30 a.m. Sunday
service in the Presbyterian
House chapel.
In addition to her seminary degree, she has certification from Shalem Institute for
Spiritual Formation in Washington, D.C.
Presbyterian House welcomes all Chautauquans
to our porch for coffee, hot
chocolate and lemonade each
morning following the weekday morning worship and
preceding the morning lecture. This time is a great opportunity to meet and greet
old friends and to make new
ones.
Religious Society of Friends
(Quakers)
The Religious Society of
Friends (Quakers) meets for
worship at 9:30 a.m. Sunday
in the Octagon Building on
the corner of Cookman and
Wythe. All are welcome.
Unitarian Universalist Fellowship
The Rev. Terry Sims, minister of the Unitarian Uni-

versalist Church of Surprise,
Arizona, leads the Unitarian Universalist Fellowship’s
9:30 a.m. Sunday service in
the Hall of Philosophy. His
sermon topic is: “Getting
Through It and Getting It.”
Ann Weber coordinates the
fellowship’s music programming. Religious education for
children age 4 to 12 is available during the service at the
fellowship’s denominational
house at 6 Bliss.
Sims leads an informal discussion of Sunday’s sermon at
9:15 a.m. Monday on the patio
behind the denominational
house. All Chautauquans are
welcome to join this discussion of the sermon followed
by questions about the Unitarian Universalist faith tradition.
United Church of Christ
The Rev. John Sellers,
a UCC pastor in Montana
who has had vast experience in back-country hiking
and camping throughout the
American West, leads the 8:45
a.m. worship service Sunday
in Randell Chapel at the UCC
Headquarters building. His
sermon, “Wide Open Spaces:
Living Beyond the Doctrine
of Discovery,” draws on Deuteronomy 4:32-40 and Luke
10:25-28.
An ecumenical Taizé service of song and prayer will
be offered from 7:15 to 7:45
p.m. Monday at the Randell
Chapel at the United Church
of Christ Headquarters. All
are invited to “Taizé and
Tea,” featuring traditional
chants from the Taizé in Burgundy, France, interspersed
with prayers, readings and a
time of silence. Iced tea will
be served afterwards.
United Methodist
The Rev. Jane Ellen Nickell presides at the 9:30 a.m.
Sunday service in the chapel. Her sermon title is “Holy
Ground.” She is the chaplain
at Allegheny College in Meadville, Pennsylvania, where she
also teaches in the religious
studies department.
All are welcome to stop by
for a cup of coffee between
the morning worship and the
10:45 a.m. lecture weekdays.
Come share lunch and a
chaplain’s chat at noon Tuesday on our porch. Nickell
presents “Into the Wilderness
with John the Baptist and John
Muir.” Stop by the house or
call 716-357-2055 by Monday
to pre-order your lunch from
the Hurlbut Church lunch
ministry. The cost is $7.
Unity of Chautauqua
The Rev. James Stacey of
Fayetteville, New York, leads
the 9:30 a.m. Sunday service
in the Hall of Missions. His
message is titled “LILIPOH:
Life, Liberty and the Pursuit
of Happiness.” An ordained
Unity minister since 2002, Stacey has served ministries in
Kansas City and New York,
and recently as interim minister at Unity at the Lake in
Sunrise Beach, Missouri. Stacey has spoken in ministries
in New Jersey, New York, Missouri and Switzerland.
Unity holds a morning Daily Word Meditation from 8 to
8:30 a.m. weekdays in the Hall
of Missions.
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‘Hear Jesus speak: You are called to be the salt and the light’

A

woman was checking out at the grocery store and the
clerk told her, “Have a nice day.” The woman replied:
“I have other plans.”
“That [have a nice day] is not something Jesus
would have said,” the Rev. Daisy Machado said to begin her
sermon, “You Are,” at the 9:15 a.m. morning worship service
Friday. “He said ‘go and sin no more’ or ‘rise up and walk’ or
‘go and make Disciples.’ Go be salt, be light. But lots of people
say, ‘I have other plans.’ ”
Her Scripture, Matthew 5:13-20, is part of the Sermon on the
Mount.
Jesus, she said, used salt, light and the law to teach the Disciples who they were. Jesus, sitting out in the open but in a very
intimate way, told his Disciples, “You are salt; you are light. Not
‘I think you might be’ or ‘I want you to try really hard to be,’
or ‘You should have a committee to develop a mission plan,’ ”
Machado said. “We think of these as commands but Jesus
meant them as descriptions of who the disciples were.”
She quoted the Talmud, which states that the world can
exist without pepper but not without salt. Salt was valuable in
biblical times; the word salary comes from the Latin word for
the portion of the wages that Roman soldiers were paid in salt.
Salt enhances flavor and it preserves meat.
“Jesus was telling his followers that they should add zest
to the lives of the people around them,” Machado said. “They
should be an example for others, but this is the messy part —
they have to interact with people, to get involved [in the world].
What good is salt if it never gets out of the shaker?”
Salt is not useful to itself, so Jesus’ followers exist for others.
They were not to be overbearing, she said, not browbeating
people about their sins, but they should use the right amount
to flavor a dish.
“The Disciples should live with the blatant hope that God is
in the world,” Machado said.
Salt in biblical times was a compound of sodium chloride
and other elements like gypsum. If the sodium fell out of the
compound, the residual product was thrown into the road.
“The salt compound lost its flavor; pure salt will not
change,” she said. “We lose our distinctive character when

Morning Worship
Column by MARY LEE TALBOT
we can no longer be distinguished from the tasteless values
around us. We lose our usefulness. We must remain faithful to
who we are.”
The Disciples were the light of the world because they
received their light from Jesus, she said. “He called them not to
see but to witness acts of justice. The cause of these actions is
God in heaven.”
According to Machado, some people don’t talk a lot about
what difference the church can make in the world.
“People are skeptical of the influence the church can have
but Jesus did not share that point of view,” she said. “However imperfect and human the Disciples were, and however
imperfect and skeptical we are today, we can make a specific
impact.”
She continued: “The church was not important in the world
when the Gospels were written. Jesus was talking to the poor.
Was it hyperbole to tell them they were the light of the world?
How could nobodies be light? How could they make a difference in the Roman Empire? Yet the church grew and expanded. We have to realize that Jesus got it right — those who feel
the world’s pain, who build bridges, who have mercy, are light
to the world.”
No one puts a light under a bushel after it is lit.
“This bushel is a vessel big enough to cover a lamp. The
lamp is not snuffed out but covered,” she said. “What are our
bushels? Self-absorption, a life where religious endeavor is unimportant. A light does not end up magically under a bushel;
the only way to cover it is to put the bushel over it.”
Jesus asked his followers to show up in the dark places and
light them up.

“He was describing the here and now, not the future,”
Machado said. “Jesus was talking about the Disciples in the
here and now and he is talking about us here and now. The
abundant life is the gift we give to others to make a difference
for others. We have to dare to be singular, to be distinctive in
how we use our money, our time, what we value.”
The way we remain distinctive, she told the congregation, is
to acknowledge that we are yoked with God, and Christ invites
us to play a role in the mission to engage the world. Machado
then added that Fred Craddock, the noted preacher, said that
Christians have two tasks — witnessing and “benevolent
intrusion into the world.”
“We have to reject self-interest and self-protection,” she said.
“We have to feel the pain of our neighbor.”
Jesus told the Disciples that he came to fulfill the law, not to
abolish it. He called them to live in the spirit of the law, not just
the letter of the law.
“Spiritual righteousness originates in the heart,” Machado
said. “Jesus calls us to be transformed. We have made the
world to be a certain way — full of violence, greed, corruption
and inequality. There is little light and less flavor.”
“Hear Jesus speak,” she continued. “We need to make a difference because we can. ‘You are,’ he says to each of us. I want
to remind you, sisters and brothers, that you are all of great
value. You are all important for God’s design. You all have to
get out of the shaker. You are called to be salt, be light. You are
the ones called to expand the church beyond stained glass and
stone walls.”
The Rev. John Morgan presided. Bud Brown, the host at the Baptist House, read the Scripture.
The Motet Choir sang “Come Down Angels,” a traditional spiritual arranged by Patti Drennan. Virginia Oram was the soloist. Jared
Jacobsen, organist and worship coordinator, directed the choir. The
choir sang “God is Here” by Glenn Wonacott as the introit all week.
The Allison and Craig Marthinsen Endowment for the Department of Religion supported this week’s services.
For those who would like more information about the 47,000
children at the borders, links provided by Machado can be found in the
online version of this story at www.chqdaily.com.

Breen leads Mettã meditation, universal practice for all faiths
kelsey husnick
Staff Writer

As a Unitarian Universalist, Buddhist meditator and
Hindu yoga practitioner, the
Rev. Lena Breen jokingly calls
herself a “Buu-huu — a Buddhist, Hindu, U.U.”
Breen will lead Week Five’s
Mystic Heart Program with
focuses on vipassana and
Mettã — or loving-kindness
— meditation. The program
is a Department of Religion
initiative aimed at educating
Chautauquans about various
world meditative religions

and traditions.
As a former Unitarian Universalist minister and
through her social work as a
chaplain, rehabilitation counselor, in county jails and with
handicapped, Breen has used
her meditation practices as a
way to stay balanced.
“I’ve come to understand
the importance of being able
to care and love for myself
internally as well as care and
love for others,” she said.
Mettã involves the repetition of phrases such as, “May
I be happy and peaceful,”
and “May I be healthy and

Let’s visit
Westfield!
10.6 miles from
Chautauqua Institution

strong,” Breen said. From
there, the meditator can incorporate bigger ideas, such
as, “May all beings be happy
and peaceful,” and “May
all beings be healthy and
strong.”
“There’s something about
this refrain and heart-opening practice that really allows me to be less judgmental, more patient, kinder and
friendlier,” Breen said. “And
I think those are goals for all
of us.”
Breen meditates for 30
minutes every morning and
10 to 15 minutes every night.

She also practices yoga six
times a week.
While Mettã will be the
practical focus of her Tuesday
and Thursday Meditation
Seminars, Breen will also
provide knowledge on basic
Buddhist principles in her
lectures, “The Buddha’s Practice: The Four Noble Truths”
and “The Buddha’s Practice:
The Eightfold Path.”
This will be Breen’s second
season at Chautauqua Institution. She said she admired
the platform presented at
Chautauqua because of the
variety of religions and phi-

losophies represented here,
and because of the interfaith
cooperation. It’s something
she said fits well with both
her Unitarian Universalist
beliefs, and with her meditation practices.
“In my experience, meditation is very inclusive,” Breen
said. “You don’t even have to
be religious to be a meditator. You don’t have to use religious words or religiosity to
be a meditator.”
The Mystic Heart Program
holds daily, guided meditation sessions Monday to
Friday from 7:15 to 8 a.m. in

the conference room of the
Main Gate Welcome Center.
Attendees should bring their
gate passes.
Meditation
Seminars,
which include more in-depth
instruction and discussion,
are held Tuesdays and Thursdays from 12:30 to 1:55 p.m. in
the Hall of Missions. A silent
meditation is held Thursday
from 7:15 to 7:45 p.m. in the
Welcome Center. People of
any religion, spiritual belief
and experience level can attend the sessions any day of
the week.
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Erie musician Armor to
perform pre-Vespers
Kelly Armor, professional
folk musician and storyteller,
will perform during the preVespers at 4:30 p.m. Sunday in
the Hall of Philosophy.
Armor was raised in Erie,
Pennsylvania, but she credits
the years she spent in East Africa with sparking her interest
in folk music and culture. She
lived with African families,
mostly in rural areas of Kenya
and Tanzania, to study their
culture and music.
In 2002, Armor produced
a CD surveying indigenous
choral music from Kenya and
Tanzania. She was hired by
Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.)
in 2003 to travel to Madagascar, where she produced an
album of contemporary choral works.
From 1993 through 2005,

Armor performed with the
duo Armor & Sturtevant,
which traveled nationally and
interpreted folk music from
East Africa, Appalachia and
the British Isles. They also
composed songs inspired and
influenced by various folk
music.
She is now a Commonwealth Speaker for the Pennsylvania Humanities Council,
giving interactive presentations on storytelling and traditional music. Since 1995,
Armor has been an artist in
residence at more than 40
schools and social service organizations.
Armor currently works as
the director of folk arts and
education at the Erie Art Museum.

General Insurance to
sponsor Public Radio Day
Carson Quirós
Staff Writer

Saturday is Public Radio
Day, which will include live
broadcasts from the Chautauqua grounds, special lectures
and interviews with various
Institution administrators.
The day is being sponsored by General Insurance
Agency, a company dedicated to providing emergency
service insurance benefits.
Founded in 1948, the agency
has offices in Pittsburgh and
New Jersey.
“Public radio is an important and vital part of
what America gets to hear,
whether it be classical music,
the news, forums on food or
cultural events,” said Chris
Martin, a Chautauquan and
owner of General Insurance.
This year three radio
stations, WQLN-FM Erie,
WNED-FM Buffalo and

WQED-FM Pittsburgh, have
partnered with the Institution to provide radio listeners
with Chautauqua programming. Martin said that General Insurance Agency feels
the day is important to support, as the service extends
past the grounds and into a
broader area.
“I am especially looking
forward to hearing pianist
Jon Nakamatsu with conductor Roberto Minczuk and the
Chautauqua Symphony Orchestra,” Martin said.
Martin and his wife, Susan, reside in Chautauqua
and consider themselves classical music enthusiasts with
an avid love of the Chautauqua Symphony Orchestra.
For more information on corporate underwriting opportunities,
please contact Tina Downey at
716-357-6406 or tdowney@ciweb.org.

Norton Fund for Theater
provides for ‘May Queen’
The Florence and Cynthia Norton Fund for Theater supports this evening’s
performance of The May
Queen.
The endowment was established by Florence Norton in 2002 through outright
gifts to the Chautauqua
Foundation for the purpose
of providing general support of the theater program
at the Institution. Originally
from Mexico, Norton lived
there only a brief time before
her mother, a native Mexican, died and her father, a
traveling mining engineer,
brought her back to America.
Norton spent most of her
childhood moving around
the western part of the United States and Canada. She
attended college at George
Washington
University,
where she majored in foreign
service and took an active
role in American Foreign
Service, an organization that
provides exchange programs
for students that started in
1956. Norton served on the
AFS International Board of
Trustees for many years and
served as one of the founding members of the United
States board. She worked at
a law office in Washington,

D.C., and became a member
of the League of Women Voters.
Florence lived at Chautauqua year-round after her
marriage to Paul Norton in
1940 until her death in 2011.
She served on many boards,
notably the Opera Guild,
the Chautauqua Art Association (now VACI Partners)
and Friends of the Theater,
a group to which she was a
long time member. Working
as a full-time mother, Norton had one daughter, Cynthia, who attended school
at Chautauqua. Cynthia attended Tufts University and
later transferred to the San
Francisco Art Institute. She
is a successful fashion designer.
Norton Hall was built in
1929 by Florence’s husband’s
grandmother in memory of
O.W. Norton. Her husband,
who died in 1966, started the
boat yard that is now Chautauqua Marina.
If you would be interested
in discussing the possibility of
establishing an endowment to
support the performing arts or
another aspect of Chautauqua’s
program, please contact Karen
Blozie at 716-357-6244 or email
her at kblozie@ciweb.org.
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’fore-Play invites
deeper look into
world premiere of
‘The May Queen’
Emma Foehringer
Merchant
Staff Writer

The May Queen is a child
of the ’90s.
While the contemporary
play’s allusions to ’90s-era
high school may be unclear
for some Chautauquan audiences, ’fore-Plays aim to
clarify the context of each
play to enrich the audiences’ experience.
Chautauqua
Theater
Company holds its second
’fore-Play of the season at
7 p.m. Sunday in Elizabeth
S. Lenna Hall.
Featuring artistic associate Marlee Koenigsberg
and the company’s design
fellows, the event will offer
dramaturgical information
about CTC’s current production, The May Queen,
which runs through July
27.
“There are a lot of references that can be mysterious,” Koenigsberg said.
“We have references in
this play that fall on 20to 30-somethings’ ears in
a different way than they
would older generations.
… It is interesting to think
also, when this play is produced 80 years from now,
what of those terms will
need to be defined?”
Unlike the historic A
Raisin in the Sun, The May
Queen speaks specifically
about modern life.
“For folks in the NOW
Generation at Chautauqua
this is going to be more familiar because it’s dealing
with the exact time period
for them. Some of the references will be newer, more
recent, a little bit more
fresh,” said CTC Managing Director Sarah Clare
Corporandy.
Koenigsberg arranges
the theater company’s
dramaturgical packets for
each production — a booklet with articles, definitions

and statistics offering context for the play’s specific
setting and time period.
These packets are often
the basis for the company’s
’fore-Play events.
For this weekend’s ’forePlay, Koenigsberg will be
joined by sound fellow
Elliot Davoren, scenic fellow Izmir Ickbal, lighting
fellow Kristin Neu and
costume fellow Hannah
Prochaska to describe the
process involved in researching and producing a
show set in their own time.
Designers, actors, directors and producers worked
from scratch on the CTC
and Writers’ Center-commissioned world premiere
by Molly Smith Metzler.
“There’s never been a
dramaturgy packet for it,”
Koenigsberg said. “It’s the
first time it’s ever being
staged and fully realized,
so what we’re going to be
examining for this ‘forePlay is: What is that like for
the designers?”
To produce a play set
in modern day, designers
must form a theatrical version of the everyday, while
building a realistic set for
an audience familiar with
what the setting — in this
case an office pod — looks
like.
“We’re clothed in the
same way we’re clothed
today onstage. So what
does that mean?” Koenigsberg said. “How do you go
about doing that kind of
research? And how does
that translate? It’s a very
different look from our previous programming for A
Raisin in the Sun.”
Along with designer perspectives, the ’fore-Play will
cover history of the May
Queen tradition, ’90s and
’80s pop culture references
and background on Kingston, New York, where the
play takes place.
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Student work in annual Art School exhibit
Karly Buntich
Staff Writer

After three weeks of toiling in their studios, the work
of the art students will be
featured in the Chautauqua
School of Art Annual Student Exhibition.
The exhibition will open
at 3 p.m. Sunday, on both
floors of the Fowler-Kellogg
Art Center.
“It’s a race. It’s been a race
for the students, too,” Artistic Director Don Kimes said.
Kimes will do studio
walkthroughs Friday and
pick one to three pieces from
each student, he said.
The pieces will be taken to
the Fowler-Kellogg Art Center on Saturday to be placed
and hung, which is a very
short time frame for a show
that large, Kimes said.
“It’s tight. It’s a very fast
turnover,” he said.
Kimes said he has the
show early in the summer so
the students are not preoccupied with their work and
can focus on their studio
processes.
“I don’t want them to
spend the whole summer
working toward the show,”
he said. “I want them to
spend the summer pursuing
their ideas they’re pursuing
in their studio.”
Kimes said the show offers the students a chance to
empty out their studios and
recharge and that, while a lot
of interesting work has been
done, there will be more to
come after the exhibition.
“It will be really interesting to see all the work, but a
lot of them will do their best
work in the next two to three
weeks,” he said.
Junghee “Judy” Koo has
been working on a sculpture
for the show. Normally an oil
painter, she will create paintings based off her sculpture
and “see what happens.”
Koo’s sculpture consists of
bed sheets, foam, string and
other objects she has found.
“I just used all the materials I have besides paint just
to refresh my mind a bit,”
she said.
Ceramist Jeremiah Ibarra
is working on several multimedia pieces for the show
consisting of clay, wood, canvas and paper.
This summer, he has been
working with clay and doing
fine woodwork pieces with

BENJAMIN HOSTE | Daily file photo

Artist Trina Turturici listens to music by Unknown Mortal Orchestra while she works in her studio
late into the evening in preparation for the 2013 School of Art Annual Student exhibition.

plywood.
“It’s kind of back and
forth with different materials,” he said.
Ibarra said he has been
working differently this
summer than he normally
would. Talks at the School
of Art have helped with the
time constraints of the show.
“Things like making and
analyzing afterwards have
become really important because you have to do it that
way because of the time
crunch,” he said.
While it’s not his normal
process, he said he’s enjoyed
it and that his pieces have
been a “little tighter” than
they usually are.

Along with Koo and
Ibarra, the work of 36 art
students will be featured,
which makes for an interesting show, Kimes said.
“It will be very eclectic,
wide-ranging work, not just
in terms of media but also in
terms of sensibility,” he said.
The wide-ranging show
is different from typical gallery shows because the show
is created from the pieces
instead of the pieces being
created for the show with a
certain theme of mind. According to Kimes, that gives
it a look atypical from a normal gallery show.
“Art isn’t just about beauty. Art can be about ques-

tioning preconceptions,” he
said. “Art can be about challenging societal norms. Art
can be about so many things,
not just something that fits in
that band of what looks nice
in a gallery.”
Despite the tight time
frame for preparation, Kimes
said once they get the pieces
on the walls, people always
love what they see.
“It’s always the most popular show of the summer.
I think the community really likes to support the students,” he said. “It’s the art
school’s venue for their work
in the same way that the
Amphitheater is the venue
for the dance program.”
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VERTEBRAE IN
CHAUTAUQUA’S SPINE
Amp ushers greet attendees, keep order at Institution’s biggest venue
JOHN FORD
Staff Writer

Upon entering the Amphitheater, a friendly usher
approaches, prepared to
scan gate passes and greeting passersby as they enter
the gates. Everyone, from
vice presidents to first-time
visitors, hesitates for a moment. Guests may feel a sigh
of relief as they enter the
Institution’s entertainment
hub.
Everything is indeed in
order.
“Yeah, we know that happens,” said Amphitheater
house manager Jen Jansen.
“That tiny moment of hesitation is a good reminder
that our ushers are there for
a purpose, and that despite
their smiling helpfulness,
they also have authority over
those who attend evening
entertainment events at the
Amp.”
During the summer season, a big part of Jansen’s
myriad responsibilities is supervision of Chautauqua’s 40
part-time seasonal ushers.
Jansen knows all about
ushering. She began working at Chautauqua over 20
years ago, and for the past
15 years has served as a
manager in the Institution’s
Program Office, reporting
to Vice President and Director of Programming Marty
Merkley.
“I see our ushers as the
vertebrae in the spine of
Chautauqua,” Merkley said.
“They support much of what
goes on here.”
In addition to their many

other responsibilities, Merkley said ushers are usually
“the first line of defense”
when it comes to public order or health issues, and they
are “always a buffer between
the public and the performance space.”
“I’d say there is an altercation or some kind of public
disturbance at the evening
Amp performances at least
once a week,” Merkley said.
“I know many people don’t
believe this happens. But it
does.”
Indeed, at last Friday’s
sold-out Jennifer Nettles
concert at the Amp, a woman was disturbing her neighbors, who called over an
usher. Matters escalated,
security officials arrived on
the scene, and the woman,
shouting and resisting for
several minutes, was finally
escorted from the Amp by a
uniformed Chautauqua police officer.
Just moments later, Jansen
took charge of a boy who had
lost his parents. Making sure
he felt safe at her side, she
wielded her cellphone and
tracked down the parents.
A grateful hug from the boy
was clearly all the reward
she needed.
Jansen is liked and admired by her ushers. They
use words like “tough,”
“fair,” “busy,” “good-natured” and “phenomenally
well organized” to describe
her. In addition to her usher
supervision responsibilities,
she makes time to serve as
the librarian in the School of
Music and to teach private
viola lessons in Erie, James-

town and Dunkirk, where
she lives. Her workday also
includes the evening Amp
performance.
The youngest of six children, Jansen recalls that she
was “the only one who did
music properly” for her musically ambitious father; now,
she substitutes occasionally
in the viola section of the
Chautauqua Symphony Orchestra. Now 89, her father
still sings in a church choir
at home on Long Island and
often visits Chautauqua. The
chance to earn a degree in
music education and performance at Fredonia brought
Jansen to this area, and she
was drawn to Chautauqua.
Before the Nettles concert,
all the evening ushers gathered at the edge of the Amp
choir loft to go over their assignments for the evening.
To get “the house” ready,
preferred seating in front
of the stage would need to
be roped off. First-aid kits
would be secured, headsets
for the hearing impaired
would be charged, and any
trash left behind after the
morning lecture would be
collected.
With a big crowd expected, all six Amp gates would
be fully staffed. Including
three rovers, 24 regular ushers would be deployed that
night. In addition, Jansen
expected at least one music
student to assist. Under a pilot program developed with
Institution student services
coordinator Sarah Malinoski, a few music students have
the chance to usher and earn
larger scholarship stipends.

University of Michigan
sophomore Helen Peyrebrune, of Cleveland, was
helping out at Gate 3 for the
Nettles concert. She plays
cello in the Institution’s Music School Festival Orchestra,
and enjoys the opportunity
to work at the Amp.
“I must say that I do enjoy the variety of musical
performances I get to experience while ushering,” she
said. “It’s good to take a bit
of a break from our normal
routine in the music school.”
Sixth-year usher Bob Boell
of Media, Pennsylvania, is
on very familiar territory at
the Amp.
“I started coming to
Chautauqua when I was 8,”
he said.
The son of a minister and
now a minister himself, Boell
is now visiting Chautauqua
for the 67th consecutive year.
“It’s 70 straight years for
my wife,” he said.
The couple met at Chautauqua. Boell started his Institution work at the Athenaeum Hotel, where over six
years he worked his way up
from bellman to desk clerk.
“The tips were much better at the start, lugging people’s bags around,” he said.
Boell’s wife Jean worked
in the hotel laundry.
“She had her hands in my
pockets before she ever met
me,” he said.
This is also the sixth season for Gate 3 stalwart Connie Cash of Westfield. A
longtime florist in Westfield,
when Cash bought her flower shop, she had a virtual
monopoly in town.

AMANDA MAINGUY | Staff Photographer

TOP LEFT: Guests young and old are welcomed at each gate by
the usher staff. A young Chautauqaun and his otter, “Otter,” greets
Connie Cash before Jennifer Nettles’ concert last Friday.
ABOVE: The preferred floor seating is a coveted vantage point
for performances. It requires an usher to check tickets and direct
patrons to the correct sections.

VIEW THE VIDEO
accompanying this story at CHQDaily.com
“Then came the supermarkets, drug stores, even
other florists — it seemed
like everyone was selling
flowers,” Cash said. “But you
know what? We survived.”
Vince Zaleski, who often
works Gate 2 at the Amp, is
a school teacher from Buffalo
who is in his first season as
an usher. He’s familiar with
the Institution, though, because his wife’s family has a
house on the grounds.
For Zaleski, a highlight
every year is the moment at
the Fourth of July concert
when veterans of military
service are asked to stand
with others from the same
branch. As an Army vet from
a military family, Zaleski
gets “a big lump in my throat
every time that happens.”
Ex-Marine Fred Conrad
has been ushering for six
years, and was initially recruited by his wife, Sally,
also an usher and a retired
nurse. The couple now lives
in Atlanta but have deep
Chautauqua roots.
“We noticed an interesting pair of anniversaries this
year,” Conrad said. “First, 60
years ago this summer my
wife was watching the opera
Madam Butterfly in Norton
Hall with her grandmother.
Also, the centennial of the
Chautauqua Golf Club has

special meaning for us because my grandfather Harold Smith was the head golf
pro at the Golf Club for more
than 30 years.”
Roving usher Brian Emert
was hustling around with
last-minute cleanup and
Amp preparatory chores before the Nettles concert. A
Penn State-Behrend student
from Cochranton, Pennsylvania, Emert said he had
worked 70 hours the previous week, both as an Amp
usher and behind the meat
counter at the Lighthouse
Grocery on Route 394.
“I need to make money for
school,” he said.
After receiving an associate’s degree in mechanical engineering technology,
Emert continued in interdisciplinary business with
engineering studies. He
stays at a family cottage in
Forest Park, New York, near
Westfield, which he said his
great-grandfather bought on
a stopover while on a road
trip from the Pittsburgh area
to Niagara Falls.
“It was a longer trip back
then,” Emert said.
The Daily will feature the
morning worship, morning
lecture and Hall of Philosophy
ushers in a future issue.
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HOW TO CONQUER THE LAKE COURSE
MIKE KASARDA | Staff Writer

Troy Moss, the Chautauqua Golf Club’s head PGA professional and a Dewittville native,
grew up on the Lake Course. Having seen the grounds expand from 18 holes to 27 to 36,
he has watched the club grow up as well.
“I started playing at Chautauqua [Golf Club] in probably the late
’70s and started working here in
1981,” Moss said. “I planted most of
the newer trees and ran the dump
trucks when we built the third nine.
This place is a huge part of my life.”
On Friday, the Golf Club celebrated its 100th birthday, marking
the ﬁrst day of golf on the west side
of Route 394 when G.H. Dunlap
of Wooster, Ohio, made the ﬁrst
divot. To this day, the Lake Course
still maintains the integrity of the
1924 Donald Ross design, despite
cutting-edge renovations in recent
decades.
“The club has made some changes, like adding trees, to make the
Lake Course more relevant to today’s game,” Moss said. “We didn’t
shorten or extend many holes but
we tightened a lot of fairways.”
Chautauquans have long admired the Lake Course for its appreciable views, green landscape, and
graceful balance of trickiness with
austerity. Moss contends credit is
still due to the initial architect.
“I think Donald Ross liked to
build fair holes, but he put a premium on putting,” Moss said. “Most
of his designs have a risk-reward aspect to each hole. He really focused
on hard, elevated greens with a lot
of slopes and undulations. To him,
that’s what made a golf course difﬁcult.”
Holes No. 1 through 13, 17 and
18 are still considered Donald Ross
originals. Troy Moss, in his more
than 30 years at the Golf Club, has
become familiar with every divot,
bend and blade of grass on these
15 holes. He met up with the Daily
to oﬀer some insider tips to Ross’
“tricky” course.
No. 1
A rather horizontal hole, No. 1
may seem straightforward to the
average amateur but is the thirdhardest on the front nine.
A slight dogleg left encourages
the golfer to aim right when teeing
oﬀ. However, a fairway bunker on
the right side of the ﬁrst cut of rough
can swallow a drive that doesn’t exceed 240 yards.
“Hitting left of the bunker is
key,” Moss said. “It looks close to
the tee box, but it’s in play for most.”
Bunkers border the green on either side, turning a simple second
shot into an awkward thread. The
green is large and somewhat charitable, but slopes deceivingly downhill and toward the lake. A shot on
the dance ﬂoor left above the ﬂag
can easily lead to a square or two on
the scorecard.
“Being a little long No. 1 is easy
to do because the green runs away
from the golfer,” Moss said. “But
being a little long is probably better
than being short. That’s one of the
few greens that you can actually say
that.”
No. 2
The Golf Club’s oﬃcial course
description for No. 2 cautions not
to “let this short par 4 lull you into
complacency.” The Lake Course’s
second hole can make any overconﬁdent amateur look like a duﬀer.
Although a well-placed drive
can set up for par or birdie, plenty
of lumber and litter boxes along the
fairway and near the green make
No. 2 “no pushover.”
“No. 2 is tight with a lot of trees
so big-hitters might want to lay up
oﬀ the tee with a fairway driver,”
Moss said.
Ross typically rewards golfers for
not getting greedy. A layup shot in
front of the green can lead to an easy
chip and a two-foot putt. However,
a long approach begins a battle with
steep downhill lie.
“It’s a narrow green, so you want
to get the ball up there where you
can get a high-loft wedge in your
hand,” Moss said.
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No. 3
A relatively open par 5, Ross’
“Road Hole” can reward those who
take the risk but punishes those who
can’t keep the ball straight. Route
394 to the right and a few pines to
the left require reserved approach
shots.
The fairway’s gradual undulations toward the road may lead to
some tricky lies on this “reachable”
par 5, but Moss emphasized that
keeping right is the best strategy.
Also, the shallow green calls for a
ball with a lot of bite to stay underneath the cup.
“No. 3 has a very narrow green
and it’s not very deep from front to
back,” Moss said. “It deﬁnitely requires a well-placed third shot.”
Still, the “Road Hole” is “not a lot
of trouble” for most golfers, according to Moss. That’s not surprising.
He hit a double eagle on No. 3 in a
match with Pittsburgh Steelers offensive coordinator Todd Haley.
No. 4
“This is a deceiving little par 3,”
Moss said.
With nearly 200 yards between
the tee box and the dance ﬂoor, a notorious crosswind, and cat boxes left
and right, par is a great score on No.
4. Those who lay up may need to
consider some creative options. But
a lack of precision can easily lead to
double bogey.
The green, though larger, is narrow and slippery with a seemingly
magnetized apron. A misread putt
that doesn’t account for the lakeaimed grain can easily wander into
one of the two bunkers, or oﬀ the
back.
“It’s a larger green, but it’s very
tricky,” Moss said. “Get a par here
and you’re a happy camper.”
No. 5
Precision is essential on this short
but narrow par 5. A couple zingers
can get the golfer home, as the hole
is only 466 yards, but a hook or slice
will likely spell trouble.
“This hole is a great par 5,” Moss
said. “It’s very tight, but it’s reachable. If you’re going for it in two it
can be dangerous, but you can be
rewarded with a circle on the scorecard also.”
The fairway angles right toward
some thick timber and out-ofbounds. A ball hit slightly left and
long can set up nicely for one or
two safe approach shots. A prudent
amateur will play his or her second
shot to the bottom of the gully, setting up for a high-loft approach,
avoiding the pond to the left, into
putting territory.
“Most layups are down in the
gully, so it’s a blind third shot for a
lot of golfers,” Moss said. “My key is
to hit up on my second shot where I
can see the green. If you try to blow
it up on top you can end up in the
pond.”
No. 6
No. 6 is a picturesque par 3 deﬁned as “a welcome break after the
diﬃcult par 5” by the club’s course
description. At just 145 yards, this
slight downhill hole can yield par
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for scratch players and duﬀers alike.
According to Moss, this shot just
“requires a good tee shot.”
The pond with its pretty fountain can be a distraction, though.
And No. 6 is known for bewildering
winds that can send a shot in the
drink or the wood behind the green.
“The green has quite a bit of undulation from front to back,” Moss
said. “You can leave it short, but if
the ﬂag is up front and you have to
skirt along the pond, it’s not going to
be an easy shot.”
A ball that gets pushed by the
wind or otherwise misbehaves can
easily end up in one of the bunkers,
and the pond welcomes any ball
that catches the downhill slope.
No. 7
Although the Golf Club rates this
hole as a 1-handicap, Moss had a
simple solution for success on No. 7.
“No. 7 is just a big, long par 4,” he
said. “If you’re going to play the hole
well, you need to hit a long, straight
tee shot. It’s pretty straightforward.”
A par 5 from the women’s tee
and a lengthy par 4 for the men at
425 yards, this hole runs uphill, demanding some serious muscle in
the backstroke. The rising landing
strip conceals the green from about
150 yards out.
Bordered by plenty of pines, an
unfortunate slice or hook can result in a Goldie Bounce, but that’s
a chance many would rather not
take. A small water hazard on the
left about 100 yards from home can
spell trouble for any skewed shot.
The green on No. 7 is unpretentious and fairly level, with the grain
running left toward the lake. However, an easy tap-in can turn into a
nightmare due to “subtle breaks that
are not always obvious,” according
to the oﬃcial hole description.
No. 8
Like No. 6, Moss insisted No. 8 is
one of the front nine’s easier holes.
A short, fat fairway and sweeping green make par highly likely on
this par 3. Sand traps protecting either side of the dance ﬂoor can spell
trouble, though, and the right is wilderness of trees.
Bobby Locke’s famous statement
rings very true on this hole. Donald Ross would surely agree that
one “drives for show, but putts for
dough” on No. 8. The short grass
slopes right to left and back to front,
making for interesting pace and
breaks. The larger green can be
daunting to many golfers, as well.
“I think most amateurs don’t
like long putts,” Moss said. “Larger
greens can be seriously intimidating. You could hit on the green,
but you could also be putting from
three miles away.”
No. 9
Although No. 9 is oﬃcially
ranked third on the handicap chart,
Moss contends this is the hardest
hole on the Lake Course.
A dogleg left hides the ﬂag from
the tee box and necessitates at least
two approach shots on this extensive par 4. The course description
advises to “aim at the green water
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tank in the distance and let it ﬂy.”
With plenty of room on the right,
that may seem simple enough, but a
serious slice from a right-hander can
hit lumber.
“The fairway is very tight, so it’s
tough to ﬁt the shot in between the
trees,” Moss said.
He advised leaving the ﬁrst shot
well to the right so the approach
lands just to the left of the green.
Once the dance ﬂoor is in sight,
though, the real struggle begins. A
bunker sits to the right while a lateral water hazard looms behind,
straining the nerves of any amateur
with a wedge in-hand.
Although the back-to-front slope
is not severe, the green is raised,
allowing any low ball to run to the
frog-hair.
“The elevated green makes it
nearly impossible to get a shot up
and down,” Moss said. “No. 9 is just
a really good hole.”
No. 10
Although Gene Sarazen’s 1935
“shot heard ’round the world” that
made the Masters Tournament occurred at Augusta National Golf
Club, he made another double eagle
on the Lake Course’s No. 10. To this
day, the club still refers to it as the
“Sarazen Hole.”
This downhill, downwind par
5 can turn a potent tee shot into a
serious blast, making No. 10 a fun
hole for big-hitters. The course description recommends not leaving
the ﬁrst shot on the hill, because it
makes for an arduous approach.
Plenty of hazards, from trees to water to sand, can prove perilous for
even a PGA pro.
According to Moss, however, the
real trouble lies in the short grass.
“No. 10 has a super, super tough
green,” he said. “It’s tiny, well-bunkered and hard to hit onto.
Once on, the golfer may be deceived by the slight slope, which
seems to dive toward the fairway
but moves more from right to left.
No. 11
This short par 4 may look sympathetic, but the dogleg right and steep
incline into the breeze add serious
complications to No. 11.
“It’s a straighter hole than it
seems and favors right-handers who
have a bit of a slice,” Moss said. “The
second shot is what make this hole,
though. It’s from about 150 yards out
onto a very tricky elevated green.”
Consistent with Ross’ vision, No.
11 makes home seem so close, yet so
far away. A short pop-up approach
can land in the deep gully, and even
a middle iron can prove too weak.
The green is elevated more than 30
feet, so the highest angled wedge
can still render too little loft.
Those who hit the back of the
green may ﬁnd themselves chasing
their balls back and forth but never
reaching the dance ﬂoor.
No. 12
On No. 12, the elevated tee box
and helping wind can make this
short par 3 even tinier. But the sharp
decline in the green toward the lake
make this hole the second lowest

handicap on the course.
“The link combined with the difﬁcult green makes this one of the
most diﬃcult holes,” Moss said.
“The green slopes hard from right
to left, so any shot right is suicide.”
Although a bunker blocks access
to the green from the left, and a few
apple trees are the only peril to the
right, Moss insisted it’s better to get
a little sandy than leaving the ball
above the cup.
“At least if you’re a good bunker
player you can putt uphill,” he said.
“You must stay left of the pin if you
have any hope of making par on this
one. If you hit right, you’re done.”
No. 13
A beautiful par 5 with shady
trees and a downhill, rolling fairway, No. 13 “is one of your best
opportunities to make a birdie,”
according to the oﬃcial course description.
“This is another reachable
par 5, but with all the new trees,
it’s become even tighter than the
course map shows,” Moss said. “If
you don’t hit it dead center in the
fairway you can really lock yourself into some trouble.”
A lateral hazard to the left also
adds to the complexity of the tee
shot.
The second tier of the fairway
makes for an interesting downhill
approach shot from almost 200
yards out. Although an errant shot
will likely end up in a litter box,
the relatively level fairway allows
a worm burner to run right up on
the straightforward green.
No. 17
Like No. 11, this hole runs
steeply uphill and often into the
wind, making it the fourth hardest on the Lake Course.
“It’s only 387 yards, but, being
straight uphill, it’s still a long hole
and requires a strong tee shot,”
Moss said.
The rolling fairway can send a
textbook tee shot into the ﬁrst cut,
and the green can appear much
closer than it is, leaving plenty of
balls that look pin-high almost 20
yards short.
Sticking with the theme of the
Lake Course, chipping and putting are the most perilous elements of No. 17. Collection areas
accumulate cockeyed chip shots
that don’t fall on the beach on the
front-right.
“You don’t want a long club
on this fairway if you can help
it,” Moss said. “This green slopes
from back to front and left to right.
It’s extremely shallow. A decent
second shot that’s not to the right
can easily end with a three-putt.”
Once on the green, a one-putt
is highly unlikely. According to
the course description, “making
a two-putt is a good goal. Par is a
good score here.”
No. 18
Ross ﬁnishes his contribution to
Chautauqua golf with a spectacular par 4 dogleg hole. Although it’s
best to aim left, a single pine tree
announces a pond that has swallowed many shots about 200 yards
from the tee.
“The tee shot is the most important on this hole,” Moss said.
“For the average player, the pond
is deﬁnitely in play. You have to
keep it right of [the] pond, but you
want to keep left as much as possible at the same time.”
For about 50 yards after the
pine tree, the fairway dives into
a valley, turning a well hit drive
into a tricky second shot with an
uphill lie.
The green, though not one of
the toughest on the course, is “deceiving,” according to Moss.
“The green slopes left to right,
and it’s pretty quick,” he said. “It’s
a tricky little hole, but it’s a birdie
hole.”
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Picnic, auction to
‘May Queen’ writer to lead
special playwriting workshop benefit scholarship
RYAN PAIT
Staff Writer

Playwright Molly Smith
Metzler thinks that every
person has a great idea deep
down inside — one that
might be a secret.
She wants to put it on
stage for all to see.
Metzler hopes to help
students do just that with
her special workshop on
playwriting, which begins
during Week Five. The
workshop is offered as a
collaboration between the
Writers’ Center and the
Chautauqua Theater Company.
Metzler is no stranger to
playwriting — her original
play, The May Queen, opens
at 6 p.m. night in Bratton
Theater for its world premiere. Two of her previous
plays, Carve and Close Up
Space, premiered at Chautauqua in previous years at
CTC New Play Workshops.
Metzler encourages people at any stage of the playwriting process to attend
her workshop.
“I think that it is OK to
show up in class on the first
day with nothing, with no
idea for a play, no idea of
how to write a play, nothing,” Metzler said. “I think
what we’re going to do is

METZLER
realize that we already have
ideas for plays, and then get
started on writing those in
class.”
Metzler said she likes
having her own play to
work on during her workshops so she can feel like a
student as well as a teacher.
“That’s what’s great —
the sense that we’re all
working on our own projects, just like a writers’
room,” Metzler said.
The playwright said she
is confident with the results that her workshop will
bring for students.
“Everyone will leave with
a play that they’ve taken a
huge chunk into writing,”
Metzler said. “I believe that
everyone has a great idea

for a play, you just might
not even know it. And so on
the first day, everyone will
leave knowing what they’re
going to write.”
Metzler said the results
from the previous playwriting workshops she has
taught at Chautauqua have
been heartening.
“Last year was wonderful,” Metzler said. “We had
such an incredible room.
And most of my students
went on to finish those
plays that they started, and
I got to read them over the
course of the year. So I’m
like a very, very rigorous
cheerleader.”
Metzler was thrilled
about returning to Chautauqua. She said that out of
the past five summers, she’s
only missed one.
“It’s wonderful to be
back; it’s my home away
from home,” Metzler said.
“You take that turn in Mayville and you see the lake
— every time, I get weepy. I
love it here and wish I lived
here all the time. And this
year I’m here for a whole
month, so I’m living the
dream.”
Metzler said she was
fortunate enough to understand and explore her
passion for playwriting at
a young age. She wrote her

first play at age 22, and it was
professionally produced.
“It’s really my passion,” Metzler said. “I’m
very lucky that, at 22, I figured out what my passion
was. You know, sometimes
you’re 52 when you find
out. But I’ve known since I
was quite young that there’s
nothing else I’m compelled
to do like I am with plays.”
Metzler has been writing
plays for 14 years, and said
it is the particular challenge
of playwriting that keeps
her interested.
“It’s how hard it is,” Metzler said. “I think all writing
is difficult, but I don’t think
it gets harder than writing a play. You get nothing
— you have one room, and
you have to tell a story, and
all you have to do it with
is people. It’s so hard, but I
love the challenge of it.”
It’s that challenge that
makes playwriting such a
special art form for Metzler.
“I feel like when you
come to the play, it’s just
you and the stage and nothing else — you don’t get
a screenplay with the pan
shots, you don’t get the endless pages you can print in
a novel,” Metzler said. “It’s
just you and the stage.”
She said that plays push
people to be honest and to
dig deep within themselves.
“I think it does invite the
hardest stories; it invites the
stories we’re most afraid to
tell,” Metzler said. “It invites
spending time with what we
know the best: our parents,
our families, our secrets, our
heartbreaks. It’s just so simple — you and that stage — I
think it forces a sort of truthfulness that you don’t have
in other forms of writing. …
You tell your secrets through
your plays.”
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program for
county students
RYAN PAIT
Staff Writer

Chautauquans
looking for entertainment will
find no shortage of it at the
Great American Picnic this
Sunday.
The annual event, hosted
by the Chautauqua Literary
and Scientific Circle Alumni Association, is from
noon to 3 p.m. outside of
the Literary Arts Center at
Alumni Hall.
“This is our biggest fundraiser of the year,” Dick
Karslake, president of the
CLSC Alumni Association.
The Great American Picnic has become a Chautauqua tradition. Karslake said
his mother was involved
with it as far back as 1980,
and that the event has become something special
over the years.
“They’ve added things,
taken things away that
didn’t work,” Karslake said.
“It’s just evolved into a really fun community event.”
Karslake said the picnic
will feature classic picnic
food like hot dogs, potato
salad and watermelon.
There will also be a book
sale, a bake sale, a silent
auction and live music provided by Thursday Morning Brass.
Karslake’s wife, Mary
Ann, runs the silent auction. Some of the highlights
of the auction this year are
a handmade quilt, a custom
side table commissioned
by former Chautauqua
treasurer Joe Johnson, and
an 1886 copy Chautauqua
co-founder John Heyl Vincent’s book, The Chautauqua
Movement. Karslake said
there will also be jewelry
and artwork from local artists to bid on as well.
Games,
fortunetell-

ing and face painting will
also be a part of the picnic.
Karslake said he’s excited
for the return of Madam
Davida, Chautauqua’s very
own fortuneteller.
Proceeds from the picnic
are procured through the
sale of tickets, which are
used for the food and activities. The funds raised will
benefit a scholarship fund
established by the CLSC
Alumni Association. The
scholarship sponsors two
students from Chautauqua
County, who are invited to
stay on the grounds and
attend a week’s worth of
classes at the Writers’ Center. This is the third year
that 80 percent of the proceeds from the picnic will
go to the scholarship fund.
Two of the students who
received scholarships were
on the grounds for Week
Three, which Karslake said
was great to see.
“They
absolutely
thrived. They loved it,”
Karslake said. “They were
just thrilled with their experience here, and that’s just
terrific. They just became
Chautauquans
through
and through. I think they
really had a great experience.”
Karslake said that the
idea is to continually grow
the scholarship fund so the
number of students and the
length of time they stay at
the Institution can be expanded.
Karslake invites all to
come to the event, because
the community is what
makes it a success and what
makes it exciting.
“It’s a lot of fun,”
Karslake said. “Everybody’s doing something,
the band is playing — I
mean, what’s not to love?”
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The role of citizen: An ovation to Theodore Roosevelt

T

he Walk and Talk Man, unnamed other than by
his Chautauqua Assembly Herald byline, walked the
grounds and talked with residents and lecturers
during the 1890s. He referred to himself in the third

person.
On Saturday, July 21, 1894, the column indicated, “The
Walk and Talk man visited the Gymnasium yesterday and
found that the work being done in the Chautauqua School
of Physical Education is very thorough.”
The School had a faculty of nine experienced and famous
specialists, assisted by 16 instructors, “with every facility at
hand in the line of instruments and apparatus.” Every effort
had been made to acquire and use the most sophisticated
physical education devices.
“Many of the instruments for anthropometrical measurements and other purposes are not found in more than one
or two other gymnasiums in the country,” the Walk and
Talk man reported.
Two days later, the Walk and Talk man reported, among
other things, “I sharpened my pencil for Prof. W.H. Tolman
at the close of his last lecture. Tolman was secretary of the
City Vigilance League of New York, an organization whose
purpose was ‘to raise the tone of our citizenship. Whatever
concerns the welfare of our city is made the subject of inquiry and conference.’ ”
Speaking of citizenship, the Walk and Talk man had run
into Theodore Roosevelt and found him “in private conversation [to be] the same as on the platform.”
Roosevelt had given a talk July 19, 1894, titled “Civic Duties.” Roosevelt appeared to be “the most genial and courteous of men.”
They discussed the recent labor troubles of the Pullman Strike in Chicago, which the Feds intervened to quell.
“ ‘President Cleveland’s action met my approbation,’ he
[Roosevelt] declared with emphasis,” wrote the Walk and
Talk Man.
In Roosevelt’s view the situation was not as desperate as
sensationalists claimed. When questioned on women’s suffrage, Roosevelt said, “ ‘It will doubtless come in time … by
small beginnings and a gradual extension of the suffrage to
women. Probably not by a wholesale revolution.’ ”
The Walk and Talk man wrote that Roosevelt gave him
some interesting information concerning hunting and trapping in western lands, “especially Montana, where his cattle
ranch is located and where he has spent many pleasant
vacations in following the sports of the frontiersman.”
Roosevelt told him that bears had practically disappeared, but wolf hunting was still popular, and usually
conducted with “huge 90-pound greyhounds. The average wolf is as big as a calf and no dog is a match for one of

The Daily Record
column by george Cooper

them. When a pack of the greyhounds runs down a wolf the
final battle is a terrific sight.”
Roosevelt at this time was United States Civil Service
Commissioner, based in Washington, D.C., and, in addition
to his talk on civic duties, during his Chautauqua visit in
1894 he addressed the issue of civil service reform.
He had spoken previously at Chautauqua in 1890. At
that time he earned praise, from the Assembly Herald editor
who said in a July 28, 1890, editorial that the address “was
one that should reach the ears of every politically apathetic
citizen of our country. It was a remarkably clear and forcible presentation of the aims and the methods of reform in
Civil Service, and emphasized the responsibilities which
citizenship imposes. One of the most lamentable facts in our
present political methods is that so many among the better
classes are inclined to abandon politics — practical politics
at least — to those whose political motives are purely selfish
or mercenary.”
Roosevelt returned to Chautauqua on Aug. 19, 1899, this
time as Governor Roosevelt, and with great fanfare and
celebration. It was National Army Day and Roosevelt was
the guest of honor. It was Chautauqua’s patriotic celebration. The celebration included a welcome to the veterans
of the “Blue and the Gray of the 60s and to the Boys of the
Spanish-American War.” The paper reported there were vast
crowds and great enthusiasm.
The crowd was larger than it had ever been in recent
years, in some people’s estimation even larger than what it
was for President Ulysses S. Grant. While there was much
celebration over the guest of honor, “one of the most interesting features was the commingling of the veterans of the
Civil and the veterans of the Spanish war.”
At 10:40 a.m. on July 21, Roosevelt arrived at the Chautauqua pier on the steam yacht Mayville with an entourage of
politicians and Chautauqua County citizens.
“Cheer upon cheer re-echoed as the governor and Mrs.
Roosevelt made their way to their carriage,” the Herald
reported. “Governor Roosevelt was as always in his best
humor and doffed his campaign hat as he smilingly acknowledged the greetings accorded him on all hands. Many

handkerchiefs and small flags were waved.”
Chautauqua welcomed not only a fellow New Yorker, a
Republican representative to the state assembly, a United
States civil service commissioner, or even their governor;
but it welcomed a Rough Rider, known for his heroic service
in Cuba during the Spanish-American War.
Bishop John Heyl Vincent, Chautauqua co-founder, introduced Roosevelt to the Amphitheater audience. He called
Roosevelt a distinguished orator, a great man on the battlefield, now governor, a man who, “If I have the gift of prophecy, will some time be the president of the United States.”
The choir sang the chorus of “A Hot Time in the Old
Town Tonight.” The whole, vast audience gave the Chautauqua salute, which, the paper said “lasted some time.” He
arose to speak amid a tremendous ovation.
He acknowledged that Chautauqua would agree with
him: “Work, unless it is for righteousness, is for the devil.”
There could be no ambiguity. No ambivalence. The Assembly
Herald reported that Roosevelt “referred to a law passed by
a Greek democracy, that a man who in a civic strife did not
take sides, should be considered a traitor.”
Roosevelt wished this was the case in America.
Good people needed to take part in politics. “We must
work intelligently” and choose good leaders. People must
learn from the past. “Be practical to make yourself felt,”
Roosevelt said. “The bad man has never won victories by
himself in this country. Their victories have been won by
the aid of those who do not suspect them.”
He saw before him the veterans. They had set a standard
to emulate.
“The greatest good the war with Spain did, was that beneath the same banner marched the sons of the blue and the
gray; the nation is now united in deed as well as in name,”
he said. “After being the son of a man who wore the blue,
the next best thing is to be a son of a man who wore the
gray.”
Applause broke out in places through the speech. Roosevelt appealed to the audience for continued support in the
Philippines, a land in ruins after the Spanish war. “We must
build in these ruins temples of liberty and justice,” he said.
“If we leave this building to people without tools, we shall
show that we have sacrificed the deed to the name and are
not worthy to be called a great nation.”
The Amp was decorated in the spirit of the day.
“On the front of the great organ appeared graceful festoons of red, white and blue, and on either side, an American flag was used as a panel,” the Herald reported.
Theodore Roosevelt visited Chautauqua one more time,
on Aug. 11, 1905, this time as president; but that was a whole
new century.

Writers’ Center welcomes prose writer, playwright and poet
ryan pait
Staff Writer

The Chautauqua Writers’
Center workshops for Week
Five will center on heightening emotions, the basics of
poetry and playwriting.
Prose writer-in-residence
Donna Jo Napoli will lead a
workshop called “Twisting
the Guts Out of Everything,”
and poet-in-residence Andrew Mulvania will lead a
workshop called “ ‘Singing
School’: Poetry for Beginners.”
Both Napoli and Mulvania will give readings at 3:30
p.m. Sunday on the porch of
the Literary Arts Center at
Alumni Hall.
Napoli, who’s authored
over 75 books in the course
of her career, will work with
students in her workshop on
amplifying the emotions in
their writing.
“What I’m going to be doing is working with people
on how to bring emotions to
a fever pitch,” Napoli said.

“So if something’s funny, we
try to make it hilarious. If it’s
sad, we try to make it tragic.
If it’s scary, we try to make
it terrifying. We just push,
push, push.”
Napoli believes elevating
these emotions is important
in writing — especially in
fiction.
“When you go to the fiction side of the library to
choose a book, you’re not
going there in order to learn
how sharks behave — you’re
going there in order to be
frightened by sharks,” Napoli said. “If you want to learn
how sharks behave, you go
to the nonfiction part of the
library. So when you go to
the fiction side, you’re looking for an emotional ride.”
Napoli said she’s looking
forward to being surrounded
by other writers for a week.
“When you talk about
writing to someone who
isn’t writing, sometimes
they can think you’re really out of your mind,” Napoli said. “Because you’re

worried about the
choice of a particular word or where
you should break
a chapter off, or
how far you should
push this character. They’re such
abstract
things,
and for many people, they seem fool- NAPOLI
ish.”
Napoli said being around other
writers when having these sorts of
problems is something she finds
“consoling
and
helpful,” and part
of why she loves
teaching in the
workshop environ- MULVANIA
ment.
Mulvania, author of Also in Arcadia, will
work with students on the
basics of writing poetry.
Mulvania said his students will write poetry
through different prompts

that will encourage them to utilize
different
poetic
forms, such as the
dramatic
monologue and the ode.
“The exercises
that I’ve designed
for this workshop
will get them writing quickly and
with confidence,”
Mulvania
said.
“Since it’s geared
toward beginners,
we’ll be able to just
jump in right away.
Hopefully, what I
have laid out will
show them that
you don’t have to
have a lot of experience to put together something
you can be proud
of and say, ‘Yes, I
wrote a poem.’ ”
Mulvania said he is familiar with the particular anxiety that people have about
writing poetry, but he hopes
his workshop will help alle-

viate that fear.
“There’s always this intimidation factor,” Mulvania
said. “It feels like a language
you just can’t understand,
almost in the same way as
when you’re first trying to
speak a foreign language.
Learning how that language
works, learning its vocabulary and the way it moves
will kind of help them.”
Mulvania and Napoli will
also give Brown Bag lectures
on the porch of the Literary
Arts Center at Alumni Hall
during the week.
Mulvania’s Brown Bag,
called “The Kaleidoscopic
Self: The Autobiographical
Sequence,” will be at 12:15
p.m. Tuesday, and Napoli’s
Brown Bag, called “The Significance of the Insignificant,” will be at 12:15 p.m.
Friday.
Playwright Molly Smith
Metzler will also lead a special workshop on playwrit-

ing that starts during Week
Five.
Metzler wrote The May
Queen, which makes its
world premiere at Chautauqua at 6 p.m. Saturday. Metzler’s workshop is offered as
a collaboration between the
Chautauqua Theater Company and the Writers’ Center.
Metzler’s workshop will
focus on getting students to
start writing their own plays
and is similar to workshops
she has previously taught
at Chautauqua. Metzler has
been working as a playwright for 14 years and has
been teaching playwriting
for almost 11 years.
“I love teaching playwriting, and my approach is really not to teach it as much
as just to join them,” Metzler
said. “So I treat the room like
a real, professional writers’
room where we’re all working on projects. I’m a member of the class.”
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Edvard Grieg (1843-1907)
Piano Concerto in A minor,
Op. 16 (1868)
Grieg composed his piano
concerto when he was just 25
years old, but he continued to
retouch and revise it throughout his life, so the final version
represents the whole of his
compositional career. In fact,
he sent his seventh revision
of the concerto — the one we
normally hear — to the publisher just weeks before his
death,nearly 40 years after he
began the composition.
Given his obsessive relationship with this work, it is
understandable that Grieg
never wrote another concerto.
No. 1. Allegro molto moderato: A stunning timpani
roll, added in one of Grieg’s
revisions, launches the highvoltage introductory flourish,
covering six-octaves of the piano — for millions, it is Grieg’s
signature. After that tumultuous cascade of sound from the
soloist, a delicate woodwind
theme appears. In response,
the pianist takes the theme
just as delicately. The extroverted character we heard in
the introduction finally returns within the bridge that
follows this theme. Here,
Grieg weaves in some Norse
influences to offset the hints of
Schumann and Mendelssohn
already revealed. He makes
the bridge a playful reference
to the Halling — a competitive, gymnastic folk dance for
men, which culminates in the
dancer kicking at a hat suspended overhead. It walks us
through the strutting warm
up to the hat-kick, but then
changes its mind and hands
matters over to cellos for the
romantic second theme. Two
returns of the introduction’s
tumult — one ushering in the
development and the other at
the movement’s end — and a
solo cadenza restore the requisite proportion of flamboyance.
No. 2. Adagio: The slow
movement demonstrates why
Grieg was nicknamed “the
Chopin of the North.” He lets
the orchestra present all the
primary material, and delays
the soloist’s entrance until a
third of the way through the
movement when, rather than
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echo the orchestra, the piano
holds the ear with the simplest
figurations over almost static
harmony.
No. 3. Allegro moderato
molto e marcato (Rondo): A
musical bridge links the second and third movements,
but the sudden change of
character makes the arrival of
the rondo obvious. Another
glimpse of the Halling dance
starts things off athletically.
The second theme is also energy-filled, but the third theme
is a tranquil pastorale for solo
flute. In a novel move, Grieg
brings back the pastorale
theme to conclude the concerto, but in grandly majestic
manner, with trumpet, clarinet and oboe augmenting the
flute line, and with the piano
part marked fff!
Dmitri Shostakovich
(1906-1975)
Symphony No. 10 in E Minor,
Op. 93 (1953)
Looking at the historical context behind an artistic
masterwork often can help us
get a grasp — or at least a perspective — on the work itself.
That is a simple truth, never
more applicable than with the
works of Dmitri Shostakovich.
His graduation piece from the
Leningrad Conservatory, his
Symphony No. 1 propelled
him into international stardom. A miraculous example
of formal mastery and maturity from a teenager, it made
the 19-year-old Shostakovich
into the poster child for Soviet
culture.
For 10 years, he went from
triumph to triumph. His greatest success was an avant garde
opera Lady Macbeth of Mtsensk
that opened in January 1934
to enormous acclaim. It was a
hit in both Moscow and Leningrad, running for more than
100 performances. At age 29,
Shostakovich was the unchallenged prince of Soviet composers.
On Jan. 26, 1936 — almost
exactly two years into its run
— the director of the Bolshoi
Theatre called Shostakovich
with news that Stalin and
members of the Politburo had
booked a box for that evening’s performance. It seemed
obvious that they were plan-

Symphony Notes
by LEE SPEAR
ning to honor the composer
publicly after the final bows.
So Shostakovich quickly rearranged his schedule to be at
the theater that night.
From his seat in the hall, he
watched with growing alarm
as the “Great Leader and
Teacher” alternately cringed
and smirked through the opera. Instead of calling the composer to his box to receive public honors, Stalin stormed out.
Two days later, Pravda featured a blistering critique
focused on the “screaming,
neurotic” sounds and the
vulgar, decadent depravity of
Shostakovich’s so-called music, warning, “This is playing
at things … that can end very
badly.”
The opera disappeared,
banned. Shostakovich’s reputation plummeted. His head
was on the block. Nothing was
heard from Shostakovich until
November 1937, when the triumphant premiere of his Fifth
Symphony suddenly restored
him to favor.
A Sixth Symphony —
which radio host Jim Svejda
calls “Music to Go Out and
Shoot Yourself By” — followed
in 1939. It was moderately successful, although it puzzled
the authorities who searched
for the promised references to
Lenin in the score.
The Seventh Symphony
was composed during the
900-day siege of Leningrad. It
was a heroic work, the first of
his War Symphonies. Like his
First, it captured world-wide
attention. To celebrate the
work’s American premiere,
Time magazine put Shostakovich on its cover in July 1942,
dressed in his Leningrad fire
warden’s uniform.
A second War Symphony,
No. 8, followed in 1943. Its bleak
mood angered Party authorities. Shostakovich summed up
the response, “They said, ‘why
did Shostakovich write an optimistic symphony [No. 7] at
the beginning of the war and
a tragic one now? ....Now we
are attacking, destroying the
Fascists. And Shostakovich is
acting tragic; that means he’s
on the side of the Fascists.’”

Shostakovich was expected
to complete the cycle with a
Victory Symphony at the end
of the war — a Ninth Symphony to surpass Beethoven’s,
honoring the patriotic heroes
of the war and most especially
the Great Leader and Teacher,
Stalin. At the premiere in November 1945 he delivered a
lightweight and witty work.
Yevgeny Mravinsky, who conducted, described it as “a joyous sigh of relief … a work directed against philistinism . . .
which ridicules complacency
and bombast, the desire to rest
on one’s laurels.”
But Stalin was incensed.
Early in 1946, he created a new
office for Andrei Zhdanov, one
of his inner circle, giving him
the responsibility and control
authority to root out all independent-minded authors, musicians, and artists.
The Zhdanov Doctrine
states that conflict is a valid
topic for artistic display, but
“the only conflict possible
within Soviet culture is the
conflict between Good and
Best.”
Producing “incorrect art”
was a punishable offense. In
1948, Zhdanov summoned
a meeting of the Composers
Union to enforce that ruling.
Near the top of the list for censure was Shostakovich and
the “so-called art” of his Ninth
Symphony. He and the other
non-conforming artists were
condemned, publicly humiliated, relieved of their jobs and
income. Those who wished
“rehabilitation” were compelled to repent publicly, issuing self-critical confessions of
the perversions of their works
written while unenlightened.
Shostakovich was given a
remedial assignment to read
and be tested on the writings
of Stalin, notable the essays
“Marxism and Questions of
Linguistics” and “Economic
Problems of Socialism in the
USSR.” A tutor came to the
composer’s flat in October
1952. Looking around, the tutor noted that it was nicely furnished, “but where,” he asked
in surprise, “is your portrait of
Comrade Stalin?” Shostakovich promised he would soon
have one.
Just four months later,
Comrade Stalin died. Shostakovich produced his portrait
of Stalin shortly thereafter.
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It is the second movement of
Symphony No. 10.
The composer kept his
ideas for more thoughtful
works in the drawer until the
Soviet thaw began and the
Zhdanov Doctrine was abolished. The struggle between
good and evil — not good and
best — is elemental to Shostakovich.
Even more contrary to the
Doctrine is Shostakovich’s
portrayal of the struggle between nameless, heartless
authority and the individual.
This is the struggle that plays
out in the Tenth Symphony,
becoming evident in the third
movement and inescapable at
the end of the fourth.
No. 1. Moderato: The
long first movement — it accounts for half the length of
the symphony — moves at a
solemn pace. It opens with a
bleak, funereal melody in the
lowest strings. Perhaps coincidentally it echoes exactly
the bereavement music used
in the official documentary
film of Stalin’s funeral. It also
echoes the opening of Liszt’s
“Faust Symphony,” picturing
the man making a deal with
the devil. A slight uptick in
the tempo sets up a new melody, first presented by solo
clarinet. It goes on to dominate the movement. Probably
unknown to Shostakovich’s
audience, he borrowed this
melody from Mahler’s Resurrection Symphony, where it is
sung by mezzo-soprano, with
the words “Der Mensch liegt
in größter not! (Mankind lies
in direst need!)” The tempo
moves up another notch for
an agitated, nervous, contrasting theme, introduced by solo
flute.
No. 2. Allegro: Fierce, virtually maniacal, it starts fortissimo and hardly ever lets up.
As a film composer in the late
1940s, Shostakovich may have
known Miklós Rózsa’s score
for the 1946 film “The Killers.”
The primary theme of this
movement eerily reflects Rózsa’s “Danger Ahead” theme in
the film (also borrowed later
for “Dragnet”). Shostakovich
described it as his portrait of
Stalin.
No. 3. Allegretto: Definitely unknown to his audience, Shostakovich created
two themes for this movement
— motifs, really — that are exquisitely personal. The first is
a four-note fragment — D, Eflat, C, B — which has come to
be accepted as the composer’s
monogram.
In Russian, his initials are
just two letters, but the second letter does not exist in the
Latin alphabet. It equals SCH.
So his monogram is DSCH. In
the German notational system the note E-flat is called
“Es” and the note B-natural
is called “H” — thus DSCH
equals D, E-flat, C, B.
The other motif is a horn
call — E, A, E, D, A. This is a

shortened version of the horn
call Mahler uses throughout
the opening song of Das Lied
von der Erde, which carries the
advice to seize whatever fragments of happiness you can,
regardless of what terrors surround you. It obviously resonated with Shostakovich:
Not a hundred years may you
delight
in all the rotten fragments of
this earth.
See down there! In the moonlight, on the graves
squats a wild ghostly shape;
an ape it is! Hear you his howl
go out
in the sweet fragrance of life.
Now! Drink the wine! Now it
is time comrades.
Drain your golden goblets to
the last.
Dark is life, dark is death.
During his years teaching
at the Moscow Conservatory,
Shostakovich introduced his
best composition students to
the works of Mahler. One such
student, 19-year-old Elmira
Nazirova, joined his class in
autumn 1947. She was a gifted,
advanced student, already an
established composer in her
native Azerbaijan. She had
been with him just five months
when the Zhdanov purge
ended his teaching career. She
left the school, married and returned home to Baku.
In April 1953, three weeks
after Stalin’s death, he began
writing to her. In his letters he
pointed out the odd fact that
the Mahler horn call comes
close to representing the letters of her first name. E-L-MiR-A equals E, La, Mi, Re, A.
He inserts this dual message
— Mahler and Elmira — as a
voice from another, younger,
better, happier world. The
horn plays it 12 times, breaking into and stopping the activity of the movement.
No. 4. Andante, Allegro:
A slow introduction of poignant solo melodies by woodwinds, suddenly releases into
a cheery and cheeky dance
tune — recalling what got him
into trouble in the Ninth Symphony. A heavier dance tune
follows. It grows ever louder
until it swamps the simpler
tune. Shostakovich apparently
is mocking the wild drinking parties Stalin held with
his inner circle, where his
cronies were “encouraged” to
entertain him with displays
of heel-slapping Gopak folk
dances. The grip of the athletic
dance is interrupted suddenly
by the full orchestra announcing “D-S-C-H!” in long notes,
triple forte. “Guess Who’s Still
Here!”
“Symphony Notes” provide
historical context for the works on
the Chautauqua Symphony Orchestra programs. To supplement
the notes with musical details and
specific strategies for listeners,
the author also presents a “PreConcert Lecture” at 6:45 p.m. in
the Hurlbut Church sanctuary.
Admission is free.
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PA I D A D V E R T I S E M E N T
The village of Mayville is the closest village to the
Chautauqua Institution

“The Best Kept Secret on Chautauqua Lake”

Mayville

430

Entertainment
in
the Park Summer Concert Series, Lakeside
Park, Route 394, Mayville,
from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m., Thursday evenings, free concerts
— if rain at Carlson Com
munity Center at Lakeside
Park, Mayville, 716-753-3113,
email to dmarsala@chautauquachamber.org or web site:
www.mayvillechautauqua.
org for information. Bring
your own seating for outside
performances. Below is the
schedule of the 2013 summer concerts:
July 24: Matt Homan and
the Bluegrass Disciples.
July 31st – Randy Graham
July 19 - 20: Two-Day
New York State Safe Boating Class, held at Chautauqua Marina, 104 W. Lake
Road, Mayville, 716-753-

0409, 716-753-3913, email
boatsafety@aol.com, or go
to the web site. www.chautauquamarina.com for more
information.
April 1 – Nov. 1 (Tuesday –
Sunday): Aviation Museum,
Classic Airport, Restaurant,
Mayville (Hartfield area),
serving great food in the summer on weekends. See antique
airplanes, engines, propellers
and memorabilia, gift shops,
vintage model airplanes, engines and more. Glider and
Airplane rides, flight instruction. Tours available. For more
information call 716-753-2160.
Every Saturday and Sunday
during the summer (beginning late May - 9 a.m. to 3
p.m.): Flea Market, Dart Airport, Mayville (Hartfield area),
outdoor flea market. For more
information call 716-753-2160.
Lakeside Park, Route 394,
Mayville: A beautiful park
located on the shores of Chautauqua Lake. Enjoy swimming during the summer

(lifeguards on duty), tennis
courts, playground area, new
community center/bathhouse,
basketball court, infield area,
picnic areas, boat launch, gazebo and pavilion on site. Located next to the Chautauqua
Belle docking area. For more
information on the park facilities or to rent the new community center for an occasion,
call the Village of Mayville Office at 716-753-2125.
Chautauqua Township Historical Museum, Route 394,
Mayville (15 Water Street):
Memorial Day through Labor
Day Friday, Saturday and Sunday from 1 – 5 p.m. (*subject
to change). Located in the old
train depot building next to
Lakeside Park and the Chautauqua Belle, featuring interesting historical memorabilia
on the area. Call Town of Chautauqua at 716-753-7342 for more
information or 716-753-3113.

6

5

Chautauqua
Lake

4

and cross-country skiing.
Recreational trails for all to
enjoy, P.O. Box 151, Mayville
14757-0151. For more information on the trails and trail
rules, call 716-269-3666.

394

Webb’s Miniature Golf, located on Route 394 in Mayvill at Webb’s Year-Round
Resort (115 West Lake Road):
Open June – Sept. seven days
a week – 10 a.m. – 11 p.m. – for
information call 716-753-1348.
The
Chautauqua
Belle:
Steamship Cruises aboard
this 98-foot-long steam-powered paddle boat, one of only
six 100 percent high-pressure
steam powered public vessels operating in all of North
America, docked at Lakeside
Park, Route 394, Mayville, 716269-2355 or www.269belle.com
(for cruise months, times and
pricing).

430

8
7

Mayville / Chautauqua Chamber of Commerce 2014 Events
Upcoming events

9

3

11

Chautauqua
Institution

2
Exit the Chautauqua Institution Main Gate, turn right.
Shop, play and dine all within 3.5 miles.

Chautauqua Rails to Trails:
Trails in the area feature hiking, walking, bicycling, bird
watching, horseback riding,

Great Gift Shops•Restaurants •Boating •Candy Shoppe
•Shopping •FREE Shuttle
1

2

3

4

4

5

6

7

7

8

9

9
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CLASSIFIEDS

ANNOUNCEMENTS

FOR RENT

AA/ALANON open meeting
Hurlbut Church Parlor Sundays
and Wednesday 12:30 p.m.

New Waterfront Listing.
Chautauqua convenience with
quiet and space. 1 mi south on
Prendergast Point. 5 BR, 3
baths, large lawn, new deck,
private dock.Spacious LR &
DR. Fabulous bell tower view.
Available wks 6,7,8 & 2015.
650.400.1818

APARTMENTS FOR
RENT

SERVICES

2015 SEASON
FIRST FLOOR Condo w/ covered porch, 1 block from Bestor,
2 blocks from Amp. and
Farmer's Market. Modern, A/C,
W/D, D/W, WiFi, cable TV,
Jacuzzi, grill. Fully furnished
and secure, sleeps six, on tram
route. 814-833-7490
MODERN CONDO, 2
Bedrooms, Kitchen, Porch,
A/C, W/D, Cable TV & Internet.
Close to Bestor Plaza,
A m p i t h e a t r e , L a k e . We e k s
2,3,4,5,6,7,8. Cell:
216.410.5677.

FOR SALE

SPACIOUS, HIGH-END 2 bedroom/2 ensuite bath in Garden
District across from Music
Campus. 58 Scott. Designer
decor; private patio area with
fountain. AC/internet/cable/
washer dryer. Possible nearby
parking. Prefer seasonal rental;
$2600 weekly; heavily discounted Seasonal rate. Text or
call 202.251.2526.
WANTED,1 B/R ground
floor,strategically located in
Institute. Must have season
parking rights. 561-212-4005.
16 WILEY weeks 1-5,7-9, spacious 3-story house near lake
and children's school, 6+ bedrooms, 5 bathrooms, W/D,
cable, wireless internet, no
pets, no smoking 212-3691220 lhunnewell@willowridge.
com
18 Center. 2nd floor 1-bedroom
w/porch. Pet-friendly. Sleeps
two. Near Bestor Plaza & Amp.
On tram route. Living/dining /
kitchen/full bath, AC, ceiling
fans, wifi, cable TV. Washer/
drier access. No smoking.
Available weeks 1,2,7 $1,400/
wk. 303-915-4156 or red1184@
aol.com
2015 Weeks 5-9 TASTEFULLY
DECORATED 1 bedroom luxury condo blends Victorian ambiance with modern amenities
(central AC, dishwasher, in-unit
washer/dryer, elevator). Private
28' porch. Steps from lake, amit h e a t e r, A t h e n a e u m . 1 5
Simpson. Half-season preferred & discounted from
$1,800 to $1,500/week for 4 or
5 weeks. Contact JLHyland@
aol.com or 239-246-0946.

BOAT & JET-SKI
RENTALS
BOAT RENTALS wewanchu.
com

BOATS FOR SALE
KLEPPER AIRIUS II full sails,
good condition. Available on
grounds. Asking $1850.
Telephone 718-625-0018

49 JANES large, modern apartment near Ampitheater, Hall of
Philosophy, one bedroom, king
bed, 1.5 baths, fully equipped
kitchen, beautiful living room/
dining room, large deck,
umbrella table, second floor,
AC, WiFi, $1500 weekly, available weeks 2,3,4,&9.
716.357.2300.

BOAT RENTALS
B O AT R E N TA L S P o w e r +
Pontoon, Fishing, Boats,
Kayaks and Pedal Boats.
Chautauqua Marina
716.753.3913

CONDOS FOR SALE
COOP APT 33 Miller 2 Br 2 Ba
Sleeps 6 Central location, furnished, updated $149,900.
MLS #1034777 Karen Goodell
716-789-2165

CONDOS FOR RENT
GREAT LOCATION, conviently
located studio apartment available for rent weeks 2,3,4,5.
724.601.9299
3-4 WEEK RENTAL: Fully equiped 2nd floor, 2 bed/bath, A/C,
W/D. No smoking/pets. 1 Car
Parking. $2150/wk. 440-2480228.

EDUCATION
EXPLORE ADMISSIONS to ST
THOMAS CHOIR SCHOOL,
We s t 5 8 t h , N Y C ( w w w.
choirschool.org). Education for
boy choristers of worldrenowned choir Saint Thomas
Church Fifth Avenue. Call 212247-3311, Grades 3-8, or, visit
Toothman Family, 27 Waugh
(CowHouse) 724-747-3575.
TUTORING BY veteran teacher
K-5 Reading, Writing, Math,
weeks 4,5,6,7 call Beth at
704.516.4287.

EVENTS
ANNUAL
MEETING
Presbyterian Association of
Chautauqua. Thursday, August
31. Noon-Presbyterian House
Dining Room. Reservations:
Office or 716.357.5011. ALL
ARE WELCOME.
C A L L I N G
A L L
P R E S B Y T E R I A N S .
Presbyterian porch social
We d n e s d a y J u l y 2 3 , 2 0 1 4
4-5pm Refreshments served.
We look forward to meeting
new friends.

ELEGANT ESSENTIALS
u n i q u e b e a d e d j e w e l r y.
Affordable prices. Season display and sale 15 South 2nd
floor call 973-699-2194 for
viewing
FOR SALE: 2004, Shore
Station, 1500 Pound
(SSV15100) lift in good condition. Please call Roland Philip
216-780-4403 (cell) or 216371-5880 (home).
LAKE FRONT Land For Sale.
WeWanChu.com
LIKE NEW-Sligh Grandfather
C l o c k , c h e r r y, C i r c a 1 9 9 7 .
$1500, Call 716-485-1386.
TWO MOBILITY SCOOTERS
Like new used 2 seasons $600
dollars each gramapap@
yahoo.com 850-207-1404

HOUSE KEEPING-weekly or
biweekly cleaning, change
overs, and windows. Reliable,
20 YRS experience. Tammy
716.720.1255

STORAGE

2 ITEMS for sale: 1908 Henry
Miller Baby Grand Piano. All
original, very good condition.
$2500/ Carey Office Safe from
1920's. Works great. $500.
Pics available.661-0557
2.5 CAR GARAGE, upstairs 1
small bedroom, 1 bath, kitchen,
furnished. Lake view. nicely
landscaped. Marie Nelson.
664.6654

HOUSES FOR SALE
FSBO, Historic Point
Chautauqua, Charming 3 bedroom, 1.5 bath, remodeled, 4
season home, partial lake
views, lake rights with dock, 5
minutes by boat/15
minutes
by car to the Institution, 500 ft
of shared lakefront, beach,
park, tennis. Asking $229,000,
call 216-272-1524.

INSTRUCTION
SCIATIC PAIN can be helped
and even eliminated--learn how
to fix it and 100 other pains at
"Feeling Better" Therapeutic
stretch class by Tasso Spanos.
Hurlbut Church M-F 4pm. 3573713

51 FOSTER, newly renovated
garden apartment, historic district close to Ampitheater, Hall
of Philosophy, 2 bedrooms, 1
bath, beautifully furnished living and dining room, modern
fully equipped kitchen, cable,
WI-FI, TV, heat/AC, $1500
weekly, multiple weeks reduced
rate, available weeks 7,8,9.
240-687-2452.
83 PRATT a charming guest
house for the 2015 season.
Sleeps two. Newly Remodeled,
park-like setting, patio, on-site
parking, on tram & bus route.
W/D, A/C, cable, wireless internet, D/W, pet friendly. Season/
Part-Season 954.348.4344
bh@cpt-florida.com.

2014 SEASON

WANTED
S TA M P C O L L E C T I O N S /
Accumulations. U.S./Foreign.
Will travel to appraise.
Chautauqua's Stamp Professor.
904-315-5482

2015 SEASON
AVA I L A B L E 2 0 1 5 - W e e k s
1,2,3,7,8,9. Charming Victorian.
5 BR. Sleeps up to 13. 4 full
baths. 2 Kit. 2 LR. 2 DR. 2 W/D.
6 porches. Large Patio. Grill.
Cable. DVD. High-speed wireless internet. AC. On-site parking. Excellent location. Near
Amp. $2900. scarwin@peoplepc.com. 412-818-7711.
Brand new 62 Crescent Garden
District. Multiple units available. Go to mychautauquarentals.com,or vrbo.com, 716-6397659. No pets/No Smoking.

G A R D E N D I S T R I C T To u r
House Apartment. Two bedrooms with en suite baths.
Beautifully furnished, laundury,
AC and Wifi. Patio with fountain. (202) 251-2526
OPPORTUNITY FOR
POPULAR WEEKS 6,7,8,9. A
COZY NEW-1 Bedroom, ground
floor apartment. On plaza, tram
route, A/C, Wifi, W/D, all
ammenities.716-357-5557
francescr@optonline.net.
Photos available.
R E C E N T C A N C E L AT I O N
Weeks 5,6,7,8. Modern condo,
2 Bedrooms, Kitchen, Porch,
A/C, W/D, Cable TV & Internet.
Close to Bestor Plaza,
Ampitheatre, Lake. Reduced
rental fee. Cell: 216.410.5677.
2 BEDROOM COTTAGE available weeks 7 and 8, Near Hall
of Philosophy 412-760-1085
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ARTHRITICS ON ‘RARE’ SOFTBALL STREAK,
BATGIRLS DOMINATING WOMEN’S LEAGUE

MIKE KASARDA
Staff Writer

C

hautauqua Institution is saturated with the tradition
of re-creation through recreation. To anyone who
grew up on Sharpe Field, softball is part of that tradition.
Green teams, rising stars and major upsets, however, have
made this season exceptionally entertaining thus far.
With the culmination of Week Four, the season is well underway, and two teams are making serious waves. The Batgirls are dominating the women’s league, while the Arthritics
are hotter than they have been in most of the team’s 25 years.
Lately, the squads’ respective shortstops have been performing
spectacularly in the field and alongside the dish.
“Rae Zarou has made a bunch of saving plays for the Batgirls,” said Mark Altschuler, the women’s league commissioner. “Whenever she makes a great play, she can’t suppress a
smile. Not only is she an artist at short, she’s just fun to watch,
because she has such a great time.”
Zarou has plenty to smile about. The undefeated Batgirls,
the youngest team in the league, has four wins on the season
and routed the Moms on July 10, delivering some sweet revenge against the reigning champs.
Paul Ritacco, a longtime member of the Arthritics, found the
gap five consecutive times with scorching line drives in a July 7
grudge match against the Slugs. He has also been flashing the
leather quite a bit at short lately with textbook double plays.
Andrew Zachry let little by him at the hot corner and sent a
few Slugs slinking back to the dugout with some double plays.
According to Altschuler, who also pitches for the Arthritics,
a win against the Slugs has been rare in the teams’ quartercentury rivalry. What’s more uncommon is the team’s current
four-game win streak.
Ritacco feels no arthritis in his back, though, as the entire
team has been pulling its weight.
Mike O’Brien, commissioner for the men’s league and a fellow Arthritic, cited the team’s ability to bat through the lineup
as a key to their recent success. The Arthritics are presently
second in the league with a 5-3 record.
“Everybody has been hitting well. All of our hits were nice
line drives,” O’Brien said. “That’s what really made a difference for us.
On Monday, the Arthritics put their bats to good use against
the current titleholders, bringing home a 21-8 victory against
the Cops and giving the reigning champs their first defeat
since they joined the league last summer.
“Normally, the Arthritics are really scrounging for guys
this time of year,” O’Brien said. “We’ve been really fortunate to
have a consistent group of core players this year.”
Although the Cops have generally dictated the league and
have six wins under their belts, thanks in part to team captain
Aaron Salva, a trimmed roster gave the Arthritics the upper
hand during Monday’s matchup. Otherwise, the Cops’ bats
have been on the button, hitting to all corners of the outfield
and, occasionally, into the tennis courts.
“That’s a team with no weakness,” Altschuler said. “They are
strong up and down the line and can throw a guy out at home
from deep center. I’ve never seen a team dominate like they do.”
The Cops are not the only team to have been hamstrung recently by an inconsistent lineup. The Slugs, who regularly led
the league before the Cops joined the force, have struggled to
maintain a reliable side.
“Jeff Miller is probably the best pitcher in the league,”
O’Brien said. “When he’s not there, it can really change the dynamic of the team.”
Yet the Slugs have put up a respectable record, due to Ruthi-

an-powered blasts from Matt Burkhart and his canon at third.
The YAC Pac has struggled so far this season, but picked up
their first win on July 7 against the league’s newest team, made
up of Music School Festival Orchestra students.
Although MSFO’s 0-4 record does not speak for it, the
squad’s last performance against the Cops shows potential.
“It’s obvious they’re really excited about being in the
league,” O’Brien said. “They’ve been taking batting practice after the games and put up eight runs against the Cops last night.
They’re definitely starting to get more comfortable.”
A team that needs no help adjusting to the league, the Moms
have bounced back from their shaky start against the Batgirls.
Steady sluggers like Susie Davis and Kathy Chubb are a guaranteed hit almost every time they step in the box. With excellent fielding from Donna Zellers and other veteran matriarchs,
the Moms are on their way to another stellar season.
“Donna Zellers is fantastic
at second,” Altschuler said.
“All the years I’ve been watching her, and I don’t think she’s
ever made an error. She’s just
having a blast out there.”
Like the Slugs, though,
the Moms have struggled to
sustain a staple roster. Maternal duties sometimes take
precedence over softball. But
the Moms are not the only
ones — many members of the
Belles are also parents.
Karen Conover has been
unstoppable at short, making
many circus catches look routine. Cesca Koron has been
the Belles’ ace pitcher of late,
but the team has struggled to
win games and is 0-5 on the
season.
Koron is not just busy on
the hill. She’s also working
diligently with Mary Pat MacFarlane planning the league’s
most important match. On
Sunday, the women’s league will merge parental responsibilities with the sport they love by hosting the third annual Mother-Daughter Softball Game at 5 p.m. at Sharpe Field to raise
money for the Jamestown chapter of Zonta, an international
organization that seeks to advance the status of women worldwide.
According to Altschuler, the Mother-Daughter Game embodies the multi-generational bonding experience that is part
of the softball leagues’ greater mission.
“Softball is a chance for complete strangers to get to know
each other and for great friends to strengthen those deep bonds
that are so common at Chautauqua,” he said.
Although Chautauquan softball is based in unpredictability, the Mother-Daughter Softball Game is quickly becoming
custom. Also keeping with tradition, this season has been as
entertaining as the rest.
And it’s far from over.

KREABLE YOUNG | Staff Photographer

TOP: The Batgirls cheer on their teammates during their match
against the Lakers at Sharpe Field on Tuesday. MIDDLE: Emmy
O’Leary cheers for her teammates, the Batgirls during the game.
ABOVE: A Batgirls player beats a throw to first from the Lakers.
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Program

Sa
SATURDAY
JULY 19

PUBLIC RADIO DAY
7:00 (7 – 11) Farmers Market.
9:30 Hebrew Congregation Sabbath
Services. Service led by Rabbi
Samuel Stahl; John Meyers,
Cantorial song leader; Jared
Jacobsen, organist. Hurlbut Church
Sanctuary
9:30 Chabad Lubavitch Community
Shabbat Service. Rabbi Zalman
Vilenkin. Kiddush will follow at
Zigdon Chabad Jewish House.
Everett Jewish Life Center Library
12:00 Public Shuttle Tours of Grounds.
Fee. (Purchase tickets at Main Gate
Welcome Center.) Leave from Main
Gate Welcome Center
12:30 (12:30–2:30) Social Bridge
(Programmed by the Chautauqua
Women’s Club.) For men and
women. Women’s Club house
1:00 Memorial Service for Ryan Kiblin.
Hall of Philosophy
2:00 (2–4:30) Student Vocal Chamber
Music Recital. (School of Music.)
Donald St. Pierre, music director.
(Benefits the Chautauqua Women’s
Club Scholarship Fund.) Fletcher
Music Hall

2:00 Public Shuttle Tours of
Grounds. Fee. (Purchase tickets
at Main Gate Welcome Center.)
Leave from Main Gate Welcome
Center
2:15 Public Shuttle Tours of
Grounds. Fee. (Purchase tickets
at Main Gate Welcome Center.)
Leave from Main Gate Welcome
Center

8:15 CHAUTAUQUA SYMPHONY
ORCHESTRA. Roberto
Minczuk, guest conductor and
music director candidate; Jon
Nakamatsu, piano. (Public
Radio Day. Live broadcast of
CSO by WNED-FM to Buffalo
and by WQED-FM to Pittsburgh.)
Amphitheater
• Piano Concerto, Op. 16 in A Minor
Edvard Grieg

3:00 LECTURE. (Programmed by
Chautauqua Women’s Club.)
Contemporary Issues Forum.
Julia Angwin, journalist,
ProPublica; author, Dragnet
Nation. Hall of Philosophy

• Symphony No. 10, Op. 93 in E
Minor
Dmitri Shostakovich

Su

4:00 Public Shuttle Tours of
Grounds. Fee. (Purchase tickets
at Main Gate Welcome Center.)
Leave from Main Gate Welcome
Center

SUNDAY
JULY 20

4:00 (4–5:30) Piano Performance
Class. (School of Music.)
Suggested fee. Sherwood-Marsh
Studios
5:00 Catholic Mass. Hall of Philosophy

Chautauqua School of Art Annual
Student Show opens. Through July
31. Fowler-Kellogg Art Center

6:00 THEATER. The May Queen.
(Opening. Reserved seating;
purchase tickets at Main Gate
Welcome Center or Colonnade
lobby ticket offices and 45
minutes before curtain at the
Bratton kiosk.) Bratton Theater

•••

6:00 (6–7:45) Chautauqua Choir
Rehearsal. All singers welcome.
(Two rehearsals required to sing
at Sunday worship services.)
Elizabeth S. Lenna Hall

8:45 United Church of Christ Worship
Service. UCC Randell Chapel

6:45 Pre-Chautauqua Symphony
Orchestra Concert Lecture. Lee
Spear. Hurlbut Church Sanctuary

7:45 Episcopal Holy Eucharist. Chapel
of the Good Shepherd
8:30 Songs, Prayers, Communion &
Meditation. Hurlbut Church

9:00 Episcopal Holy Eucharist. Chapel
of the Good Shepherd
9:15 Catholic Mass. Hall of Christ
9:30 Services in Denominational
Houses
9:30 Unitarian Universalist Service. Hall
of Philosophy

9:30

Christian Science Service. Christian
Science Chapel

9:30

Men’s Tefillin Club. Zigdon Chabad
Jewish House

10:15 Sunday School. Through Grade
6. Child care for infants. Children’s
School
10:45 SERVICE OF WORSHIP AND
SERMON. “The Fastest Growing
Religion in America.” Ecumenical
Communion Service. The Rev.
Peter W. Marty, senior pastor, St. Paul
Lutheran Church, Davenport, Iowa.
Amphitheater
11:30 (11:30 until sold out.) Chicken
Barbecue Dinner. (Programmed
by the Chautauqua Volunteer Fire
Department.) Fee. Chautauqua Fire
Hall
12:00 Public Shuttle Tours of Grounds.
Leave from Main Gate Welcome
Center. Fee. (Purchase tickets at Main
Gate Welcome Center.)
12:00 (12–2) Flea Boutique. (Sponsored by
Chautauqua Women’s Club.) Behind
Colonnade
12:00 (12–3) Special Studies Meet and
Greet. Hultquist Porch
12:00 (12:00–3) CLSC Great American
Picnic. (Programmed by the CLSC
Alumni Association.) Literary Arts
Center at Alumni Hall front lawn

2:30

12:00 (12–4) CWC Artists at the Market.
Farmers Market
12:30 AA / Al-Anon Meeting. Hurlbut
Church Parlor
1:00

Concert. Thursday Morning Brass.
Literary Arts Center at Alumni Hall

2:00

(2-3:30) Student Chamber Music
Recital. (School of Music.) (Benefits
the Chautauqua Women’s Club
Scholarship Program.) McKnight Hall

2:00

Public Shuttle Tours of Grounds.
Leave from Main Gate Welcome
Center. Fee. (Purchase tickets at Main
Gate Welcome Center.)

THEATER. The May Queen. Bratton
Theater. (Reserved seating; purchase
tickets at Main Gate Welcome Center
and Colonnade lobby ticket offices
and 45 minutes before curtain at the
Bratton kiosk.)
CONCERT. New York State Summer
School of the Arts School of Choral
Studies. Amphitheater

5:00

Open Mic. (Programmed by
Chautauqua Literary Arts Friends.)
Literary Arts Center at Alumni Hall
Ballroom

5:00

Massey Children’s Organ Encounter.
Jared Jacobsen, organist.
Amphitheater

6:00

New Visitor Information Session.
Hultquist Center

6:00

LGBT & Friends Meet and Greet.
Literary Arts Center at Alumni Hall
porch

7:00

’fore-play. The May Queen.
Chautauqua Theater Company.
Elizabeth S. Lenna Hall

3:00

(3–5) Opening Reception.
Chautauqua School of Art Annual
Student Show. Fowler-Kellogg Art
Center

3:30

(3:30–5:30) Jewish Film Festival.
(Programmed by the Everett Jewish
Life Center.) “The Roundup.” Everett
Jewish Life Center

7:00

3:30

Poetry and Prose Reading.
(Programmed by the Chautauqua
Writers’ Center.) Andrew Mulvania,
poetry; Donna Jo Napoli, prose.
Literary Arts Center at Alumni Hall
porch

Palestine Park Program.
“A Journey Through Biblical Times.”
Palestine Park

7:00

Duplicate Bridge. Fee. Sports Club

8:00

Lemonade Social. (Sponsored by
the Chautauqua Literary Arts Friends.)
Todd Davis and Kim Todd. Literary
Arts Center at Alumni Hall porch

SACRED SONG SERVICE. “For Unto
Us a Child Is Born”: Handel’s Messiah.
The Chautauqua Choir, Orchestra and
Soloists. Amphitheater

8:00

THEATER. The May Queen. Bratton
Theater. (Reserved seating; purchase
tickets at Main Gate Welcome Center
or Colonnade lobby ticket offices
and 45 minutes before curtain at the
Bratton kiosk.)

8:00

Hebrew Congregation Shirley
Lazarus Sunday Speaker Series.
“A History of the Jews at Chautauqua
as seen through the eyes of a
Methodist.” Steve Piper. Hurlbut
Church Sanctuary

9:30

Service of Compline. Chapel of the
Good Shepherd

9:30

CPOA Outdoor Lighting Walk-about.
Colonnade

3:30

4:00

Public Shuttle Tours of Grounds.
Leave from Main Gate Welcome
Center. Fee. (Purchase tickets at Main
Gate Welcome Center.)

4:30

(4:30–5) Sharing God’s Gift. Kelly
Armor, vocalist and instrumentalist.
Hall of Philosophy

5:00

VESPERS. (Chaplain’s Journey of
Faith.) The Rev. Peter Marty. Hall of
Philosophy

5:00

(5–8) Mah Jongg. (Programmed by
the Chautauqua Women’s Club.)
Memberships available at the door.
Women’s Club house.

12:10 Catholic Mass. Hall of Philosophy

9:30 Unity Service. Hall of Missions
9:30 Religious Society of Friends
(Quakers) Service. Octagon
Building

2:15

Made in Germany
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